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It has long been recognised that the conservation o f wetland sites cannot
be achieved merely by enclosure and protection from direct interference ,
but requires an active m anagement based on scientific principles , and
aimed at mitigating the indirec t influence of the m anagemen t of surrounding
land and con trolling the natural succession inherent in many wetland
ecosystems.
Th e scientific principles for the active management of a wetland are
largely hydrological: for this reason the Nature Conservan cy Council
commissioned the Institu te of Hydrology (IH) to investigate the hydrological
aspects of the conservation of one spe cial wetland type , and to exp lore the
more general problem of we tland conservation and its relation ship with
mode rn agriculture .
Th e four Anglesey fens, Corsydd Erddrein iog and Goch , y Farl and Bodeilio ,
we re recognised by the Nature Con servation Review as deserving Grade 1
(Erddreiniog and Go ch) and Grade 2 (y Farl and Bodei lio) status . All are
sub ject to po tential or actual threat from agricultural activity . Cors
Erddreiniog is partly designated a National Nature Reserve (NNR), the
remainder of the site be ing in agricultural use , wh ile Cors Go ch is partly
reserved by a local Naturalists ' Trust . Cors y Farl is privately owned
and reserved for shooting , while Cors Bodeilio is used for rough grazing .
The immediate problem at Cors Erddrein iog is that land adjacent to the
NNR , formerly used as rough grazing , is now being improved for more
intensive use. Anong the possible future management options , IH was asked
to examine the compatibility of agriculutral and con servation uses of
adjoining land.
Hydrological me asurements at Cors Erddreiniog , comp ared with similar
measurements at Cors Goch , taken as a 'contro l' site , show that there is
sufficient water to maintain healthy wetland communities at Cors Erddrei-
niog , even in association with pastoral use , but the water supp lies need to
be redistributed to maintain winter and spring floo ding of the reserve
area .
This repo rt is the th ird in a series ; reference is m ade in the text to
m aterial, especially data , contained in the reports of the first and
second years of the project.
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"S EM I-NATURA L : Hitory of previous land- use often complex. Several
factors modifying the environmen t. The effec ts of these mus t be
d e t e r mi n e d . Th e c h o i c e  of habita t  p a t t e r n  a n d s pe c i e s  dive rsity
de termined by the land manager in rela tion  to  surviving flora and
fauna and prior condi tion of area . The environmen t can be manipulated
according to the conserva tion in terests and objectives ."
P R E F A C E
(Duffey ,  1 9 7 ) 5
This investigation has attempted to give the science of hydrology a new application ;
since hyd rologists most often work in the context of civ il engineering the major
applications of hydrological study have been toward s keeping soc iety dry , or rather ,
just wet enough ! Peat hydrology has been a neglected aspect of the sub ject for
many years . This neglect is out of proportion to the area covered by the peatlands
of Britain , especially in view o f the conservation interest of those which are still
wet enough to provide remnants of a typical British habita t . It is no accident that
the British Eco logical Society 's Mires Research Group has consistently advoca ted
more effort on peat hydrology . At this late stage of deterioration in our wetlands
the pro ject reported here has attempted to bring the availab le hydro logical
techniques to bear on an extremely comp licated area of fen peat. It is clear that
certain simple techniques should be applied on a much broader basis in future ; it
is also clear that new and specially adapted techniques will be necessary to achieve
a breakthrough in key areas.
However , it must be adm itted that the investigators were bo th inspired and humb led
by a study done exactly half a century before this one : Godwin 's hydro log ica l
investigation o f Wicken Fen in the late 1920 's set a model which has been much
overlooked . Ano ther East Anglian fen , Woodwalton , provides the hope that , with
careful managemen t , wetlands can recover from the ir long period of neg lect and
that in the future the conservationist will be able to offer "restoration" as  a
po sitive approach to set against the "reclamation " beloved of progressive
agriculture .
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1.1 Wetland conservation in Brita in
As recen tly as medieval times , the land surface of Britain was dominated by three
types of terrain : upland moor and scrub land , forested slopes and va lley wetlands .
O f these wi lderness types , only scattered remn ants o f wetland preserve their
original state : moorlands are grazed and burned , forests are managed or replaced
by agricultural crops and plantations . Wetland areas in Britain offer a w ide
range of habitat, this diversity arising from the varied geology of Britain , from
the climatic gradients of the continental marg in and from varied management
practices. In addition to floodp lain marshes and saltmarshes , Britain encompasses
the spectrum of temperate mire types, from fen basins in the east to raised bog
and blanket bog in the north and west. (Figure 1). Between these extremes lies a
variety of m ires acid and alkaline , ba se-rich and base-poor , each distinct m ire
site having its p lace in the matrix of varying oceanicity , nutrient availability ,
pH and climate .
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F IGURE 1 Distribution of key peatland sites in England and Wales (Ra t c l i f f e 19 77 )
Up to the time of the agrarian revolution , wetlands were an integral part of the
common land , and were used relatively freely by the whole community for wildfowling ,
eeltrapping , grazing , fuel and building materials. Where wetlands were managed , it
was to maximise yields of traditional wetland crops such as reeds, willow and sedge .
With enclosure came the demand for land improvement, and wetlands were obvious
targets for the new water management technology . Over the last two centuries , the
threat to the remaining wetlands has intensified . With the recent availability
of machinery and subsidies for drainage and improvement, and the rapid dissemination
of results and information , agricultural drainage still remains the chief threat,
but a phenomenal increase in the demand for horticultural peat has led to exp loita-
tion with dire result for wildlife and landscape .
The problem of conservation of wetland sites should be seen against a background
of public distaste for wetlands - how many times for instance have the words slough
and morass been used in the negative sense in English literature and speech - and
the agricultural view of them as unproductive wastelands. (see also 1.2) . The
appearance of many wetlands is one of dereliction , with rank growth of 'weed '
species and untidy carr vegetation , and it is this appearance that can lead a local
authority , for instance , to regard convenient wetlands as likely sites for dumping
of refuse . Overcoming this antipathy , or at best apathy , will require positive
effort and an active policy of management if wetlands are to be appreciated as a
useful , indeed essential , part of the land-use mosaic .
An aspect of the general decline in area of wetlands in Britain is that each of the
remaining wetland sites has some feature which distinguishes it from its fellows .
The Nature Conservation Review (Ratcliffe 1977) enumerated no fewer than 107 peat-
land sites in Grades 1 and 2 and 22 sites in the wetter categories of grassland
(marshes, watermeadows etc .). None of these sites can be considered dispensible
in the sense that it duplicates some other site . There is a climatic gradient from
south to north, and many species are present at their northerly or southerly limit.
There are temperature and moisture gradients from east to west, coupled with changes
in the underlying geology . In addition many sites owe their interest to past or
present management practices (Haslam 1973b) which differ regionally , while others
have been the subject of long and detailed study and are distinguished by the volume
of scientific information that is available on all aspects of their history and
ecology .
The flora of wetlands are of interest ecologically on two grounds : specialisation
and succession . Nowhere is succession in time and space better demonstrated than
in the mire surrounding and advancing on a lake - the deposition of material either
organic or inorganic leads inevitably to a rise in the ground surface or bottom
relative to the water level and to the inward march of the vegetation zones. All
mire flora are specialised to some degree , and it is only this specialisation that
enables them to survive anaerobic conditions in the root zone , but none have taken
this specialisation further than the few insectivorous species, all of which are
confined to mires.
Another important aspect of wetland conservation , and one which has been useful
in ensuring public interest and support for many reserves , is the attractiveness
of wetlands to birds, as feeding grounds and breeding sites and as rest stations
for migratory species. Meadows which flood in winter are particularly important
in this respect, but open water is a necessary feature of peatlands which are
to be used as bird reserves .
Chemically reduced conditions in peat impose severe restrictions on the rate of
decomposition of organic material. Apart from the steady buildup of organic
material that adds to the matrix of the peat itself, many recognisable fragments
such as seeds , rhizomes and po llen are preserved , and can be used to assemb le a
picture , no t only of plant communities on the mire surface , but of the composition
of surrounding forests . In Britain pea t stratigraphy can be used to follow the
developmen t of the flora since the end of the last glaciation , and in some cases
the history of previous interg lacial periods . The value of the stratigraphic
record depends on the maintenance of reasonab ly wet conditions at the surface , to
prevent wastage of the peat . Thus peatland reserves have a value as repo sitories
of information about the past eco logy o f Britain , which , as the science of
palaeobo tany develops, is far from being exhausted .
All wetland sites are threatened , if no t directly by reclamation works then
indirectly by per ipheral drainage , a general decline in water levels or the
natural processes of vegetational succession . Clim atic fluctuations also have an
effect on wetland communities , particu larly those dependent upon a limited range of
variation of the water tab le , and Green (1978 ) drew atten tion to decreasing annual
rainfall and its effects on shallow groundwater . The coro llary to this statement
is that all wetland reserve sites will require a serious effort at active conser-
vation if they are to survive in their present form , let alone to be restored to
some former healthier condition . Cases of active conservation are no t numerous:
the problem s o f land acquisition and pro tection from imm ediate threat have absorbed
most resources to date . Nature Conservancy Council have done valuable ground work
with the Nature Conservation Rev iew (Ratcliffe 1977) , the Welsh Wetlands Survey
(in prepara tion ) and a bibliography on British peatlands (Field and Goode , 1981),
but the pages of the Nature Conservation Rev iew disclose only three cases of
active reserve management of wetlands . Two o f these are very old-estab lished
reserves which have been the sub ject of intensive investigation for many years ,
and were described in detail by Godwin (1978) . Wicken Fen was the first Fenland
nature reserve to be established , and is own ed by the National Trust . Wicken is
important for its contribution to the understanding of the nature of the Fenland
succession and its modification by cropping practices . The water level is
controlled by sluices , and the Fen is used as a flood catchment area , thus
securing high winter water levels in spite of the continually-low ered lode lev els
in surrounding land . In Godw in 's words
'It was soon realised by the management comm ittee that their task amounted
to much more than controlling access, preventing disturbance and simp ly
leaving na ture to itself  . . . .  Any th ing but active management is out of
the question and this evidently must rest upon as good scientific know ledge
as can be acquired .'
Another of the Fen land reserves , Woodwalton Fen , requires careful manipulation
of sluices to maintain a high water table , and is also used as a flood storage area .
Also in East Anglia , at Minsmere , the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
has recovered a reedmarsh area from what was formerly grazing marsh by judicious
control of water levels and cutting of the reeds to prevent the formation of
unbroken reedbed , which would have less appeal to bird populations . Th e reserve
is divided by embankments into several comp artments which can be managed indep en-
dently . Th e artificial creation of meres for b irds has been a feature of the
managemen t o f both Mi nsmere and Wicken Fen (Plate 1).
Two features of the active conservation efforts made outside the prestige cases
have been that it is easier to create op en water than to create w ater level condi-
tions for spe cific flora (i.e . b irds are easier to p lease than p lants !) and th at
on ly low-cost, ad hoc hardware need be involved, a point recently high lighted by
the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (1981) .
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1.2 The draina e threat: hiloso h , desi n , bene fits
Because of the frequency with which the threat of further agricultural improvement
has occurred during the three-year Anglesey study it was thought worthwhile to spend
a lengthy section in describing the background to the major alternative land
managemen t on wetlands,drainage for agriculture.
Very little of the land area of the British Isles has no drainage "problem" in the
natural state , and the virtua l disappearance of we tland h as been a coro llary of
the prep aration of the land surface for modern agricultu re by land drainage . Land
drainage comprises fie ld drainage , mainly underdrainage in pipe s , and arterial
drain age , the preparation of rivers and surface w ater courses to conduct the field
drainage water away .
The post-war era o f p lanned ag ricultural econom ics has be en set against the loss
of cheap colonial sources of food and has resulted in considerab le p ride amongst
British farmers that they have produced increasing amounts of food despite loss of
land to urban expan sion . The re is consequently a strong drive to b ring into pro-
duction land which is apparen tly , to farmers , of no'other value and which the
continual bomb ardment of technical material they receive tells them can be improved .
Land drainage is an obvious examp le: wetland areas are residual , apparently "waste"
and have attracted a concen trated application of mechanized techniques w ithout
p arallel developmen t in the guiding scientific framework of hydrology and crop
physiology .
Th e cost of the highly mechanized drainage techn iques has been bo rne by society
via grants to farme rs , and it is at this point that the scene is set for con flict
between the farmer and the conservationist, the former w ith a firm economic basis
which is mainly artificia l and the latter with no econom ics but a much greater
applica tion of scientific survey an4 it must be said,a longer view of future values .
W ith a few no table exceptions , the conflict is not reso lved ana lytically and the
conservation interest is forced into predicting how to m itigate the effects of
the drainage scheme ; unfortunately it is often hydrolog ically ill-equipped to do
this and the provision of routind advice has been a major part of the present
study . The long-term aim has , how ever , been that of giving managemen t guidance
which will turn wetland conservation into an activ e process,a change wh ich will
tend to even up the conflict w ith intensive , technological agricu lture and prov ide
scope for far more flexible comprom ises in land management .
"Manipulating th e flow o f water is one of the most seductive and rewarding
of Man 's enterprises, and throughout history the drainage and reclamation
of wetlands, speeding the flow of water even more rapidly and elusive ly
to the sea , has been second only to forest clearance among the major
human impa cts on the environment ."
Bryn Green (1981)
By putting land drainage in its historical perspective (above) Green correctly
identifies the elemen t of heroic ob session which has been much of its momen tum
more recently . The full story of wetland landscape change is now being pieced
together for several regions (e .g . Oxford University , 1981) fo llowing the
pioneering study of the Fen s by Darby (1956) . Darby also deals with the heroic
aspect of man 's desire to dra in and quotes this doggerel :
I sing no Battels fought , nor Armies foil 'd ,
Nor C ities raz'd , nor Commonwealths emb roil'd ,
Nor any H istory , which may move your tears ,
Or raise your Spleens, or multiply your Fears;
But I bespeak your wonder , your delight,
And would your Emulation fain invite .
I sing Floods muzled , and the Ocean tam 'd ,
Luxurious Rivers govern 'd , and reclam 'd ,
Waters with Bank s confin 'd , as in a Gaol ,
Till kinder Sluces let them go on Bail;
Stream s curb 'd with Dammes like Bridles , taught t 'obey ,
And run as stra it , as if they saw their way .
From a poem at the end o f  Th e  History of Narrative of the Great Leve l of the
Fe n n s , c a l l e d Be d f o r d Le v e l ,  attributed to Samuel Fortrey (1685).
Darby also dea ls with oppo sition to drainage by local people to whom conservation
was a shorter-term case of life-and-death than it is for the modern environmen tal
lobby : fish , fow l , rush and osier produce o f the wetland was ob literated in the
face of the "improvement" , which was invariably associated w ith enclosure .
It is po ssib ly the success of the grand schemes of dra inage in the past which has
produced the momentum for continued drainage , ev en though prevention of inundation
from watercourses was the major triumph o f the Fens. Modern imitators are largely
attempting to reduce soil water levels by arterial drainage and underdrainage .
"The direct aim of a drainage operation is to lower the mo isture content of
the upper layers of the soil, which is commonly achieved by lowering the
water tab le . As a resu lt , air can penetrate into the soil more easily and
become availab le to the roots of plants . At the same time , carbon dioxide
produced by these roots , by other organisms , or by chemi cal reactions in the
soil can diffuse th rough the air-filled pores to the surface ."
(Wesseling and van Wijk , 1957)
This difference has implications for the who le field of land drainage in the modern
age . Green (1981) po ints to the inherent incomp atibility of draining land so
effectively that na tural watercourses need protection against erosion by the larger
volumes of flow and bo th ag ricultural and urban communities require costly flood
pro tection . Yet these added tasks appeal further to the heroic aspect of the
work and the incompa tib ilities only  become  obvious when costs and bene fits are
evalua ted (see below ) or when adm inistrative structures force collabo rative
action between all sides involved with the use and dispo sal of water. The modern
water authorities are examples of such structures and it is seen as no accident
that agricu ltural interests put up a spirited fight for autonomy w ithin them
(Fichard son ,et  al  1978 ). That agriculture large ly won the fight suggests an
impressive body of facts suppo rting the national good achievab le by drainage ;
this , however , is untrue - the fight for autonomy of land drainage within water
autho rities was ba sed largely upon fears by M .A .F .F . that it would lose prestige
to D .o .E . and that the latter Ministry might well stress enitironmental impacts .
Plan t/wa ter  r e l a t i o n s h i p s : t h e c a s e  of crops
Our major  i n t e r e s t  in this study was to advise on the creation of suitab le moisture
cond itions for a certain range of plants : those to be conserved on the Anglesey
fens . It is there fore obvious that the management of water levels by agriculture
to su it crop s should fall under scru tiny . Howev er , even reviews by drainage
researchers po int to the sparsity o f published work of re levance to the U .K .
(see  Tra fford , 1974 , Berryman , 1975).
Th e most specific work o f relevance was done at Cambridge just after the war
(Eden et  a l ,  1951; Nicholson et  a l ,  1953; Nicholson and Firth , 1958) These au thors
also po int to a lack of information , quoting only :
"The net yield of permanent pasture is inversely proportional to the elevation
of the groundwater, and green feed is all the more nourish ing when the level of
the groundwater is low " .
The conclusions o f their own experiments were similar : water tab les w ithin 40 cm
of the surface retarded roo t developmen t and negatively affected m icrobial
provision of nu trients . However , draw-down to 60 and 100 cms did not indicate
a prog ressive advantage of drainage . Wh ilst yields were almost doub led , dry matter
was optimum at 60 cm but crude protein at 100 cm . These results were proved valid
for both dry and wet years (see Nicholson et al, 1953). In the later paper
Nicho lson and Firth quote1 24 inches (61 cm ) as being the optimum water table depth
for grass production . It is interesting that these early papers did not men tion
the effect o f dra inage on soil compaction by vehicles or livestock , a prom inent
feature of more recent work (see below ).
The literature is still relatively sparse with experimental resu lts on crop produc-
tion and drainage in Britain , though certain reports from abroad are useful .
Kramer (1940 ) linked the poor performance of waterlogged plants to a reduction in
water uptake consequent upon carbo n dioxide accumulation : he did not investigate
different levels of drainage . There are many more papers dealing with physio logical
mechanisms than w ith crop yields . Bon (1968) dealt with the prob lem o f artificially
raising water tab les in the sandy soils of S .E . Netherlands. A lso in the
Netherlands Visser (1958) collected water tab le dep ths for 2.2 million ha and
compared them with crop yields . He found pe ats to be the most sens itive soils to
water tab le depth  (see  Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2 Crop yield depressions as a function of water table depth during the
 grow ing season (Visser,  1958)
Williamson and Kriz (1970) advocated closer liaison between land drainage engineers
and crop physio logists . Th ey considered the dangers of w aterlogging to vary w ith
crop , stag e of deve lopm ent and air/soil temperatures. Th ey also reminded agricu l-
turalists that the re is a lower limit to water levels for successful crop grow th .
Two tab les of results from the U .S .A . linked yie lds to w ater tab le depth ; there were
no results however for peat. The authors stressed the extremely local validity of
the results and the conseq uent need for research , especially on the main risk - that
of short-term waterlogging during the g rowing season .
Wh ilst work such as tha t by Visser and William son and Kr iz appears useful in
applying to land dra inage , and its impact on wet soils in Britain,it can be so in
on ly the most genera l way . Th e land drainage industry here has no t adopted the
experimental outlook and has applied maps and tab les for the U .K . only to the
cho ice of a suitab le pipe (Bailey et al 1980 ).
We may describe the approach in which a given crop and soil are drained in a
specific way to achieve the desired yield as rational drainage , yet Bouwer (1974 )
sounded a warning about hopes o f such an approach .
"Considering the capital investments in dra inage systems that are made each
year  a more ra tional design o f the systems to ensure maximum
econom ic return would be high ly desirable . The limited use of rational
design procedures can be attributed to the complexity of crop yie ld versus
so il-water content relationsh ips , to the difficulty in predicting soil-water
content pro files in relation to drainage system intensity and to the cost of
fie ld investigations for rational design in relation to the co st of the
drainage system " .
A very recent set of experimen ts by the Ministry of Agriculture , Fisheries and
Food 's  (MAFF )  Field Drainage Experimental Unit and the Agricu ltural Research
Council 's Le tcomb e Labo ratory has made some progress towards the goal . C lay and
sandy loam soils have been studied in bo th lysimeters and field plots . Indica-
tions are that , for cereals , water tab les should not be less than about 50 cm
below the surface ; if they rise above this lim it the excess should be removed in
five or six days . Results are most comprehensive for winter wheat (e .g . Cannell
et al , 1980 ) and they inc lude those from research into fertilizer "cures" for
waterlogging in jury to crops (Trought and Drew , 1981). Th e prospect of manipu lating
soil chem istry as well as or instead o f soil water levels to achieve better yields
is a po ssibility ; Drew and Lynch (1980 ) and Cannell and Jackson (1981) prov ide
reviews and bib liographies .
It would therefore appear that drainage is not the only answer to the phy siologica l
effects o f high water tab les . Another ind ication of a slight change in emphasis
in U .K . drainage philosophy is that the Field Drainage Experimenta l Unit has begun
to promote the reduction o f "poaching" (damage to grass and top so il by trampling)
and the increase in the number of fie ld work days (with machinery ) as two major
aims of drainage (A rmstrong , 1977 , Ke llett , 1978 ). Th e conservationist might be
entitled , therefore to judge drainage as an aid to the farmer who is overgra zing
or over-mechanized : How ever , the ground is less secure to argue against drainage
when it is promo ted as part of camp aigns to reduce disease and pests or to increase
the leng th of the grow ing season (P late 2)..
Wa ter  l e v e l s  and wild plants
Can eco logists claim to have a more coherent body of expe rimental resu lts in
re lating the growth o f w ild p lants to various soil water levels? Co nway (1940 )
.provided a review of the effects o f reduced oxygen availability to waterlogged
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plants , stressing the role of aerenchym a tissue in conducting oxygen from leaves to
roo ts , no tab ly in Cla dium . However, the paper did not re late to water tab les at
various dep ths below the surface . Rutter 's (1955) observations of Mo l i n i a were more
hydrolog ically based , and referred to the benefits of a fluctuating water table , but
to a plant wh ich is not genera lly a candidate for conservation . Armstrong and
Boatman 's (1967) detailed study of oxygen under flushed and stagnant conditions also
refer main ly to Mo l i n i a . One of the surest conclusions in wetland conservation came
from such work , but on the negative side: inundation may be used to kill Mo l i n i a
(Meade , pe rsonal communication).
More recent studies have poin ted to more complex matdbolic responses to water-
logging ; the paper by Craw ford and Ty ler (1969 ) is in similar vein to the
agricultural studies reported above in stressing that lack of oxygen is not the
single cause of stress in flooded plants . However , such papers offer no results
on varying water table levels which would be of re levance to conservation in the
face of a drainage threat . The type of approach which would be of most use is that
of Haslam (1970 ), wo rking on Phragm i tes under a wide range of water tables . She
concludes that nutrien t status determines the to lerance of the plant to water
stress , almost certainly a vindication of the conclusion that complex metabo lic
reactions around roo ts are invo lved .
As might be expected from its background of classification and mapping , p lant
eco logy derives many conclusions from a geographical approach . The most recent
detailed survey o f rich fens in England and Wales (Wheeler , 1980 (a ), (b ), (c))
produces several conclusions o f relevance to conservation management (see Table 1
below ).
TABLE 1 INTERPRETAT ION OF WH EELER 'S (1980 ) SURVEYS FOR CONSERVAT ION OF FEN
COMMUNIT IES
Community  
TALL SEDGE REED 
Sc irpo -Phragm ite tum
C ladie tum
Po t e n t i l l o - Ca r i c e t u m
Pe u c e d a n o - Ph r a g mi t e t um
An g e l i c o - Ph r a g mi t e t um
C ladio -M olin ie tum
Water re uirements Nutrient chem ical r uirements
sw am p
+ little flow
+ little variation
of level?
Carex nigra
tusso cks =
strongly fluctua-
ting water tab le .
open water
low summ er
water level
optimum in nutrient rich condition
but widely tolerant
prefers high pH? (6 .5-8)
low nutrients - can supp ress
Ph r a g mi t e s thus .
transitional to poor fen
more related tO mo wing/grazing
high nutrien t and mow ing/grazing
I I
CALCAREOUS M IRES 
Schoeno-Juncetum  water movem ent soligenous (pH 6-7 .5),
across upper soil . relatively low in nutrients esp
Tu ssock s become phosphorus .
oligotrophic
FEN MEADOW ,GRASSLAND , WOODLAND
Molinia-Myrica better drained pH 4 .3 - 5.6
areas
A lthough Wheeler 's study included bo th the Anglesey sites studied here , discussions
with NCC concluded that an overlapping detailed survey 'of the plant communities
and hydrology o f Cors Erddreiniog and Cors Goch would add an experimental aspect
no t present in Wheeler 's ecological conclusions . The report of the study (Meade ,
1981) does no t make direct use of the IH data because of the difficulty in
relating water levels at the hydro logically de termined borehole sites to plant
growth at the bo tanically key sites . Some reorganization of bo reho les followed
(Figure 10) but Meade did take h ie own soil samples for moisture and mineral
analysis . Summ ary diagram s are included here (see Figure 261 when the topic is
returned to below in the light of the IH data .
It is clear from the above review that our knowledge of the optimum conditions of
water level (above surface ) and water table (within the soil) for the successful
growth o f both cropsand wild p lants is incomplete . So is our knowledge of the
unique hydrologica l properties of peat during and after drainage .
Special problems of draining peat lands
Notwithstanding the success of large-scale schemes in p reventing inundation o f pe at
lands by arterial ditches , the record of underdrainage of peats is not so auspicious .
Initial optimism has often been followed by disappo intment , while the need to
continually lower ditch levels to follow a falling ground surface requires an
increasing ou tlay , particularly where pumping becomes necessary . The prob lem s
o f peat drainage arise from the very nature of the medium and its mode of
formation : they have no permanen t so lution , only temporary 'fixes '.
Th e farmer attempting to underdrain peat may or may not encounter a particu lar
problem , that of slurry , at a very early stage . Under un favourab le conditions
the blocking of entry slots or gaps in tile or plastic pipe dra ins by a slurry
of fine peat particles and humic material can render a drain use less in a very
short time . Prediction of slurry problems seems to be difficult , alth ough they
relate to the in itial waterlogged state of the peat : the MAFF recommendation
(Belding ,  et al  1975) is that pre-drainage by ditches be carried out before p ipe
drainage to allow a preliminary dewatering .
A t a later stage , after drainage has been completed and the water table has fallen
to its design level , two long-term effects , shrink age and wastage , make themselves
ev ident by a fall in the ground surface re lative to datum , and , unfortunately ,
re lative to the ditch water level . Wastage and shrinkage are often confused ,
and for many years the na ture and causes of the low ering of ground level in the
East Anglian Fens were not recognised (Godw in 1978 1. Shrinkage  is  a compaction
of the peat cau sed by removal of the water above the new water table , while
wastage is an actual loss o f peat from the ground sur face by wind erosion and
biological and chem ical oxidation processes .
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Peat in its natural state is in a static equilibrium in whieh  a  balance exists
between the weigh t of so lid material and included water and the buoyancy exerted
by the water and gases in the peat (Ivanov 1981) . When water is removed from the
upper horizons by , for examp le , a ditch or tile drain, the most important component
of the buoyancy forces is removed , and the upper layers begin to compact under their
ow n weight . It is less generally realised that pe at below the water tab le w ill
also undergo compaction due to the increased weight above it : thus the drain will
also sink , and if this sinking is no t uniform the gradient of the drain may
becom e unfavourab le or the drain may become disco ntinuous (Prus-Chacinski 1962).
Prus-Chacinski reports and amplifies a method dev ised by Ostromecki (pub lished in
Po lish ) for predicting the amount of shrinkage in various peats . Ostromecki 's
formula can be used to predict the sub sidence along the line of a tile drain for
instance so that a drain with an initially well-designed gradient will not be adver-
se ly affected by comp action . Given a drain depth of 1 metre and a ratio of dry to
wet densities o f 0 .143 ob tained for pea t samp les from Rallt Bridge , Prus-Chacinski 's
modification of the formula gives the values presented in Table 2 for the final
shrinkage of the ground surface of Cors Erddreinog subjected to drainage .
TABLE 2 PREDICTED SHR INKAGE OF COBS ERDDREINIOG PEAT AFTER DRA INAGE
Initial depth o f peat , m Shrinkage predicted by Prus-Chacinski
formu la , m
1.0
1 .25
1.50
2.0
0 .15
0 .16
0 .17
0 .19
Thus a drainage scheme for the '40-acre ' field at Cors Erddreiniog wou ld invo lve
a deg ree of ground lowering caused by shrinkage . Another effect of compaction
is the decrease in permeability of surface horizons: Ivanov (1981) explains that
two opposing effects are invo lved . Compaction o f the peat layers tends to reduce
po re space , while dehydration tends to reduce particle sizes and hence to increase
pore space . Permeability may reduce by between 17% and 99% on drainage , depending
on the peat type and its initial state (Ivanov 1981) . Ivanov quotes a formula by
Lund in , which relates the pe rmeability after drainage to time elapsed since
draining and the dep th of the water table . Lundin 's formula wou ld predict a
fall in permeability of Cors Erddreiniog peat to 1% of its present value on
draining to a depth o f 1 metre . By contrast , Be lding et al, (1975) present
a diagram by Eggelsmann which suggests a fall to 12% after drainage . However the
actual lowering of water level in this case may be less : a ha lf metre lowering of
the water  t a b l e  would result in this figure from Lundin 's formula . In any event
it is clear that a drainage scheme for Cors Erddreiniog wou ld need to be designed
on a permeability of one tenth or less of its present va lue .
More serious than sh rinkage - be cause it is less predictab le - is the wastage o f the
peat sur face by loss into the atmosphere . Pea t accumulates in saturated cond itions
where aerobic processes are inhibited ; the delibe rate creation of aerobic
cond itio ns at the surface which is the aim of drainage (Wesseling and van Wijk
1957) cannot but result in increased rates of breakdown of organ ic ma tter and the
loss o f peat . Additionally the exposur e of a dry peat surface to winds results in
ero sion and loss o f material . These comb ined effects led to the loss o f 1 .4
metres of peat by wastage and shrinkage from Holum Fen, Camb ridgeshire , in a mere
twelve years (Godwin 1978 ). Wastage rates are no t normally so fast : the range is
between 11 mm and 120 mm pe r year (Belding et al 1975).
A t least one formula exists for the prediction of wastage rate . Ivanov (1981)
quotes a formula devised by maslov , which embodies resu lts from the USSR , the USA ,
Norway and other coun tries . Maslov 's formula for the rate of wastage of a peat
deposit is
1.4  12
a h
p  
p
•
= (3.4oe H
exp (6T)
where E
p is the rate of wastage expressed in m per year
•
is the average depth o f the water tab le in m
a
p
is a climatic parameter equal to the ratio of
the mean annual temperature of the atmosphere (°C )
and the annual precipitation (mm ), multip lied by 100
is the initial thickness of the peat depo sit (n)
0  is a coefficient  6  = 0 .1 + 0 .02 a - 0 .00 25T
and T is the time since drainage in years
Applied to the clim ate of Ang lesey , Maslov 's formula predicts a 77% reduction in
the thickness of peat depo sits at the centre of Cors Erddreiniog over a period of
20 years if the water table is maintained one metre below the surface . The rate of
loss is propo rtional to the lowering of the water tab le , hence the need for careful
management to prevent rapid wastage (Figure 3). Coincidentally the predicted
initial rate of wastage is 120 mm per year . The wastage rate can be contro lled
by wise husbandry ; Prus-Chacinski and the 'ameliorators ' of Eastern Europe believe
that it can be preven ted altogether . However the price is high ; the water table
must be maintained close to the surface , the land must be kept in permanent pasture
or hay meadow and grazing density must be kept low . The USDA Yearbook of
Agriculture lends support.to this conclusion : "The most practical way now known of
reducing the loss of peat and muck soils is by controlled drainage that holds the
water table as high as crop and field requirem ents pe rm it" Stephens (1955). In the
Byelorussian Po lesie , an extensive drainage scheme to provide arab le land ran into
prob lems on peat soils (Romarov 1978): the problem of overdrainaqe hating been
recognised , experimen tal results suggested that the water table be kept high , and
that pasture m ixtures include such grasses as  Phalaris arundinacea ,  the reed
canary-grass , a wetland species . Effectively the only suitable land-use for peat
even after drainage is wet meadow !
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FIGURE 3 Rate o f peat loss , in relation to initial lowering of water tab le ,
predicted by Maslow formula (Ivanov, 1981)
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Drainage as practised: cos ts and benefits
Fie ld drainage , or underdrainage , in the U .K . may be described as "partly rational" .
A s outlined above , it has moved from a con fused relationship w ith the prevention
of surface inundation , to an often unspecified role in increasing yields , to a
firmer ro le in reducing the effects of high stocking rates and mechanized
agriculture on soil structure . Before considering the costs and benefits o f
current practices what are the major ones likely to be of threat to Ang lesey fens?
Some difficulty arises in that published research and actual practice , particularly
in underdrainage on farms,are likely to differ .
The comm on U .K . practice for underdrainage is to remove the excess rainfall during
the wettest 5-day period which occurs every year or two years (Parker , 1972);
mo le drains and piped ditches are designed around the wettest single day . For
example , underdrainage on Anglesey would be designed to cope with 14 mm of rain-
fall per day for 5 days or 32 mm in a sing le day . There are many other variables
invo lved , the principal of which is soil permeability - a difficult property to
measure (See Section 2 .3 here ). In practice average values for whole soil series
are used (Armstrong and Tring , 1980 ). Once a value is derived the depth , spacing
and use of ancillary drains can be fixed for the scheme . Commonly , simple diagram s
are used to gu ide the ADAS drainage adviso r; text books abound with them (e .g .
Hudson , 1975, and Lu thin , 1957), as do the Technical Bulletin s of the Field
Drainage Experimen tal Unit (e .g . Ba iley et al 1980 ).
Underdrainage canno t work unless the surplus water can leave the drained area
efficiently . Consequently arterial channels often need improvement too and there
are examples in the literature of comprehensive drainage schemes involving peat ,
e .g . Prus-Chacinski and Harris , 196 3, Hall and Prus-Chacinski , 1975 . The biggest
change in de sign practice at larger scales is no t merely the scale factor itself ,
as it influences rainfall and runoff intensity , but the chosen level of protection ,
for examp le against the one in 15-20 year runo ff in the Lancash ire pumping scheme
reported by the two papers above (cf one in one or two years in underdrainage).
It is at this po int we beg in to take bigger precautions against damage to life and
prop erty than against damage to crops . Th is incompatibility in the aims of land
drainage , i.e . that water removed from agricultural land threatens land downstream
under the worst comb inations of circum stances , has forced those assessing the
benefits and costs of land drainage to go beyond the economic balance sheet as
applied to one farmer 's fields . Economic analyses have , there fore , mainly centred
on the larger , more comprehen sive schemes .
The application of formal cost-benefit analysis to drainage is a recent phenomenon .
Th e first well-pub lished example of its use was the study of Amberley Wild Brooks ,
Sussex (Penning-Row sell, 1978 ). A t first sight it appeared easy to derive a
financia l figure for the changes in farming enterprise as a result of drainage ;
in fact agriculture zones itse lf sensitive ly to the threat of intindation and so there
is normally a marked change to a more intensive land-use after a scheme is carried
out , even if the change is ra ther slow to com e about. Th e major difficulty , as
became clear at the Pub lic Enquiry into Amberley Wild Broo ks , is that the uptake
o f the improved opportun ities for agriculture is variab le and is highly supported
by pub lic money when it occur s . Th ere is thus a further cost to the public purse
which attends the benefit (Penn ing-Rowsell, 1980 ). The difference becom es one
between financial analysis , the narrow treatment of a single entity , which show s
drainage to be profitab le to farmers as early as  11/2  years after installation and
econom ic analysis which is concerned with the resources o f society as a who le
(Mann and Green , 1978). These two authors propose the fusion o f a hydrolog ical
model w ith an agricultural model as a sound basis for cost-benefit analysis . Th ey
men tion calcu lating the be nefits to nature conservation o f no t draining on ly
b riefly , suggesting th ey may not actually need to be formalized . Wallace (1976)
suggests that the wildlife interest should be judged against the bene fit-to7cost
ratio once the benefits have be en compared with other investmen ts ; this at least
gives a figure to work on . Roome (198 1) agrees that forcing nature conservation
benefits to fit conventional economic criteria mav prove impossible . He concludes
that the malor research need is to elaborate the precise way in which conservation
is of bene fit to society .
Perhaps the be st 'last word ' is that o f Penninq-Row sell, "It may no t be wo rthwhile
for the nation to contribute tb draining land only for crops to be grown which
are subsequently bought at intervention prices . and disposed of at a loss :"
C learly , if this were invariab ly true there would be little need to consider
the formal benefits of conservation :
To summarise :
The philosophy of drainage in the U .K . has o ften been based on enthusiasm rather
than science . Whilst research is now availab le which po ints to benefits in terms
of soil physical properties after dra inage it is still not a fully rationa l opera-
tion and is being increasingly questioned on cost-benefit grounds. Peat drainage
is o ften only partly successful in its aims .
Nevertheless, the conservation interest will not win many wetland battles on
co st-benefit analysis and the original aims of the Anglesey Wetland Study are
still crucial : to improve know ledge of plant/water relationships and then
manipulate them to the advantage of conservation .
1.3 Th e An lese wetlands
The island of Anglesey formerly had wide expanses of wetland . In 1810 , W Davies
was ab le to write : 'the commons , or waste lands , in Anglesey amount to be tween
twelve thousand and thirteen thousand acres; whereof about nine thousand are level
and highly improvable .' The main Wetland areas were Cors y Sol , in the northw est
o f the island , an acidic valley fen , Co rs Ddaugae (Malltraeth Marsh ) and the area
known as Ta lw rn MA w r , which comprised the four calcareous fen sites . Much of Cors
y Bo l has disappeared beneath the reservoir Llyn A law , and the Malltrae th Ma rsh
was reclaimed for grazing between 1788 and 1812 .
The four calca reous fens of Anglesey (Figure 4 ) have a botanical interest deriving
from their position in the west o f Britain with its .relatively high rainfall and
maritim e climatic and chemical influences . The Carboniferous liMestone and -gentle
topography o f this part of Anglesey have given rise to a numb er o f mi re s of the
'rich fen ' typ e , with a diverse flora having a wide range of pH tolerance .
Situated midway between the fen s of East Ang lia and those of Northumbria , the
sites support a mixture of northern and southern floristic elements . The supp ly
o f carbonate-rich water from the limestone is coun teracted on a local scale by
water from the contiguous sandstone and boulder clay , and by rainwater , so that
the slight eleva tion of hummocks and tussocks above the general groundwater
level provides acid conditions .
Two of the four fen sites were selected for investigation : the largest basin ,
Cors Erddreiniog , which is partly scheduled as a National Nature Reserve (NNR ) ,
and Cors Goch , partly owned and maintained as a reserve by the North Wales
Naturalists ' Trust (NWNT ). They are shown in Figure 5 and Plates 3 and 4 .
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Cors Erddreiniog , in a shallow valley on the sandstone beds of the Carboniferous
limestone series , is seParated by diffuse drainage divides into three subun its .
O f these three parts , only the largest , the main basin , was given detailed
attention during this study . Lime stone outcrops as an escarpmen t on the east side
o f the valley , and it is from this ridge that the water supply o f the main ba sin
is provided by several discrete springs and probably also by diffuse seepage .
The most sign ificant springs occur in a fie ld at Nant Isa f. An elliptical lake
in the main basin,Llyn yr Wyth Eidion , is the remnant of a calcareous lake or
lakes that formerly covered much o f the site . Co rs Erddreiniog is much dissected
by drainage ditches of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Cors Goch is also in a former lake basin at the foo t of a limestone scarp . An
ellip tical remnan t of the lake , Llyn Cadarn , survives at the western end of the
basin , and shallow open water occurs in the form o f ponds of irregular outline .
Springs from the limestone are diffuse or submerged in the mire . Drainage ,
though it has been attempted , has not been effective , and the water level is kept
high by the restriction of the outlet . •
Both Cors Goch and Cors Erddreiniog are over-deepened basins hollowed out by the
ice sheet , and the basal boulder clay is overlain by a sequence of lake sediments
and fen peat . The first of the lake sediments is a plastic clay , which settled
out of a turbid lake fed by runoff from the surrounding hills : the hilly ground
was still mantled by till 'at this stage (in the late-Glacia l and pre-Boreal
periods). As the till was removed and redeposited in the lake the limestone
surface was expo sed and precipitation was able to percolate into the limestone .
Carbonate-rich water from the limestone springs became the chief source for the
lake , as it is now , and the clay was superseded by a finely-divided carbonate
deposit laid down in the littoral zone . Fo r about 7000 years up to the present,
the carbonate marl and the succeding fen peat have been advancing inwards from
the margins of the basin , the rate of advance in deep water being much slower .
A t Cors Goch a variation on this theme has resulted in at least one pocket of
gyttja , a peat-like deposit formed entirely of organic fragments . A t bo th sites
fen vegetation has covered the marl with a layer of fen peat varying in depth
from 1.5 metres to 4 .5 metres and formed chiefly from  Phragmi tes  and  Cladium .
Th e vegetation of the fen expanse clearly demqpstiates the succession from aquatics
to carr. However , this natural succession has been deflected by drainage (Godwin,
1929 ), so that Mo/inia has become dominant over a large area of the fen . The main
aim of active management must be to protect those communities on the unmodified
hydrarch succession and to reverse the reduction in diversity that h aa resulted from
drainage activities .
The conservation prob lems of Cors Erddreiniog and Cors Go ch stem from attempts to
imp rove the arterial drainage of the sites . These were only partly successful at
Co rs Go ch , but in the case of Cors Erddreiniog , the recent efforts of one zealous
imp rover who owns land adjacent to the Nation al N ature Reserve have caused a great
deal o f concern . Th is juxtaposition o f opposing interests has led to the consider-
ation of the po ssibility , or mo re likely impo ssibility , of comp romise whe re there
is no buffer zone . In addition , be cause the neighbouring farme r's activities place
demands on the arterial drainage system that are incompatib le with the maintenance
of high water levels, the NNR is also under threat along that part of its periphery
which lies along th e main drainage ditch .
Clearly the solution to the problems will only be found in a carefu l and sensitive
managemen t of the hydrology of the fens , and this in turn will depend on detailed
knowledge of present behaviour and accurate prediction of future trends consequent
on change . Th e acquisition of hydrological data and its interpretation for the
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future managemen t of Cors Erddreiniog National Nature Reserve , has been the task
set for the Institute of Hydro logy in this study .
2 .1 Routine h dro lo ical studies , 1980-81
The first annual report o f progress (Gilman & New son , 1979) outlined the concept
o f water balancing by means of comprehensive measuremen ts of rainfall , flow ,
storage and evaporation . Figure 6 here summarizes the circulation of water in an
Anglesey fen and the measurements made by the Pro ject . Techniques of measurement
are described in the first and second reports o f progress and shown here in
Pla te 5 .
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FIGURE 6 Th e hydrological cycle in an Anglesey fen b asin : points of measurement
Apa rt frOm the assessment of an overall water ba lance on a catchment area , routine
hydrological measur ement provides the basis for seasonal and annual comparisons .
Previous reports have presented a short review of the rainfall , evapotran spiration
and soil mo istur e deficit for the year in question ; the situation for 1980-81 is
shown in Figure 2 The most characteristic feature of the Project 's third year was
that moistur e stress (as indicated by soil moisture deficit) built up slow ly to
peak in Augu st and Sep tember . The spring drought , a feature of 1980 , was replaced
by a late summer drough t. Since the 1981 drough t occurred during the heigh t of the
vegetation cover it is po ssible tha t actual moisture deficits were greater than those
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PLATE 5 TeLh n iq ues use d in th e Ang le sey W e t lands s tudy
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site (d ) G augebo ard fo r lake le ve l
(c ) Bo reho le and re co rde r me asu remen t
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F IGURE 7 Th e b alance o f input from rain fall an d potential losses b y evapo transpi-
ration fo r Anglesey , 1980 -8 1 (b ased on mon th ly figures at RAF Valley ) .
Th e so il mois ture deficit is th at calculated by the Meteo ro logical
O ffice for Gwynedd .
TABLE 3 RA INFALL TOTALS OF 20mm O R MORE RECORDED IN A RA INFALL DAY DURING THE
ANGLESEY  WETLANDS  STUDY
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Classification of heavy falls of rain at Valley , Ang lesey
(Kindly supp lied by M r Ivor Maclean )
calculated from rainfall and po tential evapotranspiration . In fact water manage-
ment on the wetlands in a year like 1981 would require reference to research on
net rainfall (i.e. the rain wh ich penetrates the vegetation cover to reach the
ground surface) and actual tran spiration rates (see below ), if the true requiremen t
for ra ising water levels were to be known .
1980-81 was a wetter year than its predecessor with 1382 mm of rain falling at
Cors Erddreiniog (cf 1111.2 for 1979-80 ). Distribution of the rain fall was more
seasonally equable (60% winter , 40% summer ) but there was a notable.storm on
21st March which produced the worst flooding on Anglesey for som e years . Mr Ivor
Maclean , the Met. Observer at RAF Valley,has estimated that the 60 mm which fe ll
during 24 hrs has a frequency o f only once in 40 years . The daily falls of more
than 20 mm during the Study are listed in Tab le 3. This shows tha t such falls
can be expected every 6 months ,with falls over 30 mm once a year and so on ; the
record is too short for  p r o b a b i l i t y  analysis, and Valley records are tabulated for
this purpo se .
Streamflow response to the March storm , and the time distribution of the rain fall ,
are shown in Figure 8. It is o f value to future water managemen t schemes to
consider such even ts in some detail since pumps or sluices would need to be
manipulated to obtain maximum benefit from inundation or prevent damage . Figure 8
illustrates that , even with its system of ditches for drainage , Cors Erddreiniog
is still comparatively slow to react to rainfall; the Nant Isaf hydrograph comb ines
slow response of springs with the "flashiness" of surface runoff on a sloping
ca tchment . On ly a kilometre lower down the system , the individual peak s of the
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Nant Isaf record are seen to be smoothed and a delay of 6-8 hours introduced
between peak rainfall and peak flow . A management system which sought surface
inundation of the fen could easily provide a more voluminous if not a more rapid
flood respo nse ; sluices would need to be opened , either before the flood to create
storage or during it to prevent damage . Th e form er is preferab le since it enhances
the natura l flood -retaining ro le of wetlands . Complete agricu ltura l drainage of
the basin wou ld , in most conditions , be detrimental to this ro le .
The annual plot on Figure 9 confirms the relative contributions to total outflow
made by the various sources of water on Erddreiniog (Gilman and Newson , 1981).
During dry weather the constancy of a small spring source (e .g . Nant Ucha f Spring)
is important,but as flows increase sources which include some surface catchment ,
like Nant Isa f, contribute more ,and for the high est floods the whole surface of
the main portion of the fen becomes active v ia drains.
It w ill be obvious from Figur e 9 tha t the hydro log ical instrument netwo rk on
Erddreiniog has been less successfu l in the year 1980-81 than previously ;
deliberate damage was suffered by two flow gauges - Nant Uchaf Spring and Nant
Isaf. Flow figures are there fore estimated . The Autom atic Weather Station could
no t be ma intained in the care ful way IS has learned to be necessary,and data
recovery fell to only 62% (from 90% in the previous year and 77% in 1978-79 ).
In future , more extensive servicing and quicker data processing must be budgeted .
Ma in tenance to the Nan t Isaf water level recorder site necessitated by silta tion
also proved a problem . No hydro log ical investigation ever proviaes a truly
continuous record,but future wetland studies w ill need to be carefully planned w ith
the po ssible in fluence of the elemen ts and vandalism in mind .
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F IGURE 9 Annual records of rainfall and flow at Core Erddreiniog for 1980- 81.
Periods without daily rainfall data are blocked toge ther to show the
ave rage daily catch by a storage gauge .
Tu rning to measurements of storage from the bo reho le netwo rks o f the two fen s,
instrum ent problems were also encountered here ; the Cors Goch recorder break ing
down in January 1981 and that at Erddreiniog being redeployed in May 1981 . The
redeployment was to a site  o n  the "ditch transect" of boreholes at Erddreiniog ; at
the time it was felt that deepening of the ditch was imm inent. Both recorders
are at present (March 1982) wo rking on the ditch transect site but excavation
has been delayed by NCC 's obvious objections .
As for the rema ining netwo rk of weekly-read bo reho les (see Figure 10), those at
Cors Goch were reduced to monthly readings during the summer of 1981 to allow the
warden more time at Erddreiniog .  On l y  records for sample boreholes are graphed
(a sub- sample of those used in the paper by Gilman 1981), here in Figure 11
as illustrative o f wetland status . Cors Go ch (2) is representative of the type o f
site a t which  Cladium is  most successful, with water levels standing above the
surface all year . No boreholes in the Cors Erddre iniog (1) Transect show such
high levels , though Erddreiniog (1) •where  Cladium  is present but no t dominant has
standing water in winter . Erddreiniog (3) , with w ater leve l be low ground all year ,
is typ ical degraded fen .
The remainder of the records have been tabulated , together with prev ious data,so
tha t seasonal levels , fluctuations and relationShips with plant cover can be
calcula ted . Clearly mean water levels relating to the local surface vary very
little (Table 4 ,espec ially in winter . Summer levels vary more from year to
year but not direc tly in accordance with seasona l rainfall; the tim ing of this
rain may be the crucial factor . Range of water levels relative to local surface
*in Appendix II
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varies, more especially the summer range : the wetness of April and September is the
sensitive factor . During the study as a who le there has been no evidence of
progressive change at any site on the two fens as a result of climatic change or
continuing drainage influence ; however the record is very short. Many of the
basic recording positions are still set up at both sites and the long-term monitoring
o f key po ints is one recomm endation which has been made inform ally to local NCC
staff
Goch (2)
Erddreiniog (I)
Erddreiniog (3)
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F IGURE 11 Week ly rainfall for Core Erddreiniog and p lots of water levels in a
 sample of bo reholes at Corsydd Goch and E rddreiniog , 1980-81.
2 .2 Stud ies of h dro logical rocesses above ground
There are signs from water ba lance stud ies that around half of th e rainfall inpu t
to the Anglesey wetlands is lost back to the atmo sphere as evaporation and
transpiration . This loss has a marked summer maximum (80 % of the annual loss occurs
April - Sep tember) and since rainfall shows a summ er m inimum , runoff is even more
seasonally biassed (95% win ter ; 51; summer ) . During the summ er , therefore , we may
consider the fen to be participating ma inly in vertical exchanges of energy and
moisture above ground level.
In terception/evapora tion
Since much of the fen vegetation is deciduous, the influence of a luxuriant plant
cover during summer must be considered . The hydrologist needs to answer two major
questions in respect of the canopy of vegetation :
(a) does less rainfall reach the fen surface beneath the canopy of plants;
i.e. is rainfall circulating vertically by evaporating from interception
storage before reaching the ground?
(b) is that water which reaches the ground used more or less efficiently in
transpiration by wetland plants than by other species?
The simplest way to measure interception is to measure gross precipitation in an
area clear of vegetation (or above the canopy ) and net precipitation beneath the
canopy; the major problem is to make both measurements representative and there
is a particular difficulty with net precipitation resulting from the very variable
cover produced by any plant canopy . At Corsydd Erddreiniog and Goch a very
tentative approach has been made to representative net precipitation measurements
by selecting sites at each location beneath the major fen plants. Each site is
instrumented with a standard raingauge funnel set at ground level and feeding its
catch into a carefully sunken collector . The collector was emptied regularly and
the contents compared with the catch from a standard raingauge in the same area .
Results are presented in Table 5. "Sky-shots" taken from the rim of the funnel
at typical sites are shown in Plate 7 and illustrate the reason for interception.
TABLE 5 NET PRECIPITATION/INTERCEPTION MEASUREMENTS , ANGLESEY WETLANDS
Bracken Myrica Schoenus Schoen us Cladiun Cladium Salix
Juncus Juncus (a) (b )
(a) (b )
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TABLE 5 (contd)
1.9.81 32.1
17.9 .81 28 .8
Mean  if
th rouah fall
16 .0 24 .4 18 .2 12 .7 8.05 8 .5 15 .2
21.3 16 .2 18-5 7 .0 1.6 12.7 20 .4
54 66 50 30 13 24 64
Because of the tentative nature of the sampling no attemp t is made to analyse these
data in the sophisticated ways used at IH for interception data from conifer
plantations . Th e general conclusions are :
(a ) only around half the rainfall which occurs during the period of dense
plant cover (June - October) reaches the fen surface as "throughfall",
(b )  Cladium  reaches very high percen tages of interception (very low percentage
throughfall)
Since yenera l through fall is not the only route for rain fall to the ground surface ,
a selection of p lants w as ins trumented to measure any water flawing down their
leaves and stems (Plate 6) . Stemflow was measured on on ly two occasions , after one
week and after six months . Only in the latter case did it reach sian ificant
vo lume . However , when corrected for the spatial coverage of the  Cladium,  Ph r a g mi t e s ,
P t e r i d i um  and  Myrica  shoots so equipped , the p roportional contribution of stem flow
to tota l through fall became less than 5% , i .e . around 2% of rainfall input . Th is is
much less than occurs  as  stem flow in trees , possibly because of size but mainly
because of the flexibility of the w etland plants w uich allows water to be b lown from
the leaves before it is channelled down the stem .
The major conclusion o f the work is that just over half the rain fa lling on these
fens during summer may no t reach the fen surface ; however , while the plan t canopy
is wet transpiration rates w ill be low so this is not a total loss to the fen
hydrology . The balance between the processes requires further study .
Evapo ra tion/Transpi.ra tion
C learly , before any further a ttempt to assess the relative influence of the summ er
p lant canopy on net precipitation input and transpiration output som e method of
measuring the la tter is required . Wh ilst the major function o f the automa tic
weather station on Cors Erddreiniog was to allow calcu lations of evapo transpiration
via the Penman and Penman-Monteith equations , it shou ld be remembered that these
calcula tions refer to po ten tia/ rates under a set of idea l conditions . Debate
abound s as to whtther wetland plants deviate from predicted rates of transpiration
(because of abundant water availability or different physiological contro ls) and
abou t the re lative importance o f open water evaporation in wetlands . The pub lished
work is now reviewed ; most of it refers to plants of open water and compares rates
o f hyd rophyte transpiration with the rate of evaporation from open water .
Many large wetland plants are accorded very high rates of transpiration with little
experimen tal verification . For example Haslam (1970 ) quotes 1000 - 1500 mm p .a. for
Phragm ites  in East Anglia . Thatcher (1921) quotes peat as promoting higher
rates of transpiration from a range of plan ts than do mi nera l soils at the same
water content . It is fair to say that only recently have plant physiologists and
hyd ro logists been equipped to study rates of transpiration in  situ  without
disturbance to the plan t . No matter what precautions are taken , severing plants
or parts o f plants is likely to influence the measured rate o f transpiration
(W illis et  al  1963) and even the construction of tanks and lysimeters can lead to
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ix h e rb s
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M ixe d h e rb s C ladium
i t
P LATE 7 Sam p le sky sho ts from be neath the vege tation canopy at Cu rs E rd drein io g
"oasis effects" (see below ). On the whole , the faults in these techniques will
tend to exaggerate the rate of transpiration they measure .
It is not surprising , therefore , that th e more recent papers are more conservative
in their estimate of the transpiration rates (of hydrophytes especially ), E isen lohr
(1966) suggests that, in vegetated prairie potholes in the USA , the water balance
during the grow ing season sees the transpiration loss gaining on the open water
evapora tion as the latter is suppressed by the cover of plants . The effect is
sufficien t to reduce the gross loss of moisture from vegetated potholes when
compared with unvegetated ones . Linacre et al (1970) confirms this resu lt in
Au s tra lia , u sing th e eddy co rrela tion m ethod o f m ea su r in g vapo ur f lu x . Linacre 's
(1976) rev iew presents these results in the context of available m etho do logy and
climatic variables . Too often , he says , studies involving individual plants
or lyslmeters have been at the edge of a wetland where drying winds have produced
the "oasis effect" and high rates of loss, or have been performed on tall
specimens. which are sub jected to a similar "clothes line effect" by protruding
from the general microclimate of the wetland . With regard to climate Linacre makes
the point that his work and that of Eisenlohr refer to dry climates and standing
surface water. Idso 's (1981 ) review uses mainly exam ples from similar climates
in con clud ing a w a ter-con serv atio n ro le fo r hydrophy te s .
In view of the rather restricted geographical range of the above examples, the
work of hest Europeans is more likely to be of relevance to Anglesey ; it also h a s
the advantage of referring to shorter plants , grasses and sedges and a range of wet-
neos conditions . For example Rychnovska et al (1972 ) compares .the transpiration
of g ra s s /sed g e comm unitie s in d ry , m eso trophic and we t co nd it io ns and finch the ra tio
o f tran sp ira tio n to open w ater ev apo ra tion to be a t a m axim um (2 .38 ) in m eso troph ic
conditions , a minimum in dry (0 .33) and intermediate in wet (1.04). However ,
-standardized by dry weight of biomass , these rates were sim ilar (around 13 g oz3 1,d- 1)-
Two papers by Priban and Ondok (1978 , 1980 ) emphasize the importance o f micro -
meteorological measuremen ts in a d d i t i o n  to direct studies o f evapo ration and
transpiration; they calcu late rates of loss between 2 and 6 .5 mm d- 1  for marsh
stands of grass and sedge , very similar to the rates for wet grassland . Smid (19 75 )
records rela tively low rates of transpira tion from a dense Phragmites stand in
Czechoslovakia .
Desp ite th g tho rough ne ss o f the Ea st European stud ie s it is th e ir stress o n m icro -
m e teo ro logy w h ich lead s u s to b elieve that on ly th e o rd er o f th e ir f ind ing s m ay be
relevan t to Ang lesey (for a full treatmen t of wetland microclimate see Sm id and
Priban , 1978). A major charac teristic of the oceanic , temperate U K we tland s is
that summers are no t as hot or dry as in East Europe . Linacre e t al (1970) report
a relevan t result in th is co n tex t ; after a fall of rain their vegetated swamp site
lo s t mo r e m O is ture than the open water nearby . The Anglesey wetlands e xp e ri en c e
a lar g e n um be r o f ra in inputa during the growing se a so n ; i t m ay therefore be tha t
the transpirational componen t of lows is highly a ffected by this climatic fact ,
especially in view of the efficiency with which the plant canopy intercepts rainfall
(see abov e ) .
Becau se th e li tera tu re le ft little option bu t to m ak e d irec t m ea surem en ts it w a s
decid ed to inv estiga te the tran sp iration o f two sp ec ies Cladium and Phragm ites at
a sing le site a t Co r s Go sh and ano th er a t Co rs Frddre iniog . A t fir st on ly d irect
tech n iq ue s o f d istu rbance w ere u sed , -p lan ts be ing excav a ted and in sta lled in
b uck e ts o r b ag s for successiv e w e igh ing s during a dry , wa rm day o r sing le p lan ts
being placed in measuring cylinders of fen water (Plate 8). The latter technique
w as a lso u sed in the labo ratory . How eve r , th ere w ere c learly d am ag in g effects of
the se trea tm en ts to roo ts and s ig ns that transpiration was affected (lea f cu r l in
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PLAT E S im p le d ire c t w a te r 1,)s s m e a su re m e n ts o n d is tu rb e d p lan ts a t C o rs G o ut/.
T h.. eq u ip m e n t is 'n e s te d in th e n a tu ra l p la n t s tan d b e tw e e n me as u re m en ts
!o r re p re se n ta t ive re s u lts .
Phragmites  for examp le ). Consequently Dr J Roberts of IH Wallingford agreed to use
a po rometer at the two sites . The princip le of po rometry is described by Weatherley
(1966); it enables the conductance of moisture from leaves to be estimated from the
opening of the stomata . Since only a sample of leaves can be measured the technique
requires the measuremen t of leaf areas on individua l plants (see Kvet and Marshall ,
1971) and ground cover areas for that species.
Dr Roberts used a portable po rometer (see Plate 9) on each leaf of the sample
plants, both upper and lower surfaces, and at three positions up the lea f. Repeat
measuremen ts were made throughout the day .  Cladium  proved extremely difficult
to study by virtue of its triangular leaf section ; substantial variation in
conductance resulted and the mean of the two maximum va lues in any set of measure-
men ts was taken to apply to bo th leaf surfaces . The lower surface of  Phragmi tes
leaves have higher conductance than the upper sur face .
To reach a figure for canopy conductance it is necessary to calculate the area of
plant leaves per unit ground area . TWo method s were used to calculate this
projected leaf area index (LAI), one gravimetric , the other geometric . The
gravimetric technique uses small sections of dried leaves , cut to standard sur face
areas and weighed to give a graph of weight v area . Whole plants, or harvested
quadrats,can then be weighed to gross up to an LAI . The geometric method
idea lized the leaf as an outline shape in which area is re lated to a measurab le
dimension like length or width , e .g . Ondok (1968) treats  Phragmites  leaves as a
series of trapezia ; we used an ob long surmounted by a triang le . Tab le 6 show s the
LA I resu lts and the resulting values of transpiration . Data for the other variables
in the Monteith form of Penman 's equation were obta ined from the Cors Erddreiniog
automatic weather  station .
TABLE 6 RESULTS OF DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF TRANSP IRATION BY POROM ETER
A Leaf area indices ( ro ected
CORS GOCH
Ph ragmites Cladium
gravimetric 0 .23 0 .71
geometric 0 .25 0 .47
CORS ERDDREINIOG
gravime tric
geometric
CO RS ERDDREINIOG (2.9.81)
0 .27 1.33
0 .27 1.14
B Porometry results 
Estimated transpiration rates (mm d-1)
Phragmites Cladium
CORS GOCH (1.9.81) 0 .09 0 .64
0 .15 1.14
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Clearly ,  Cladium  transpires mo re , due to its larger LAI,but neither plant disposes
of the potential evapo transpiration total for the days in question (1% 53 mm 1 .9 .81 ,
1 .79 mm 2.9 .81) . Either transpiration by sho rter herbaceous species accounts for
the differences or wetland plant covers act to conserve w ater under the conditions
in Anglesey . The LAI figures for bo th species are low ; Eisenloh r quotes 1 .7 - 3.4
for  Phragmi tes ,  whilst Daniels ' (1975) data can be converted to LA I 's of 0 .1 - 2.8 .
Clearly the LA I o f  Cladium  is crucia l since the re lative ly luxu riant stand measured
at Cors Erddreiniog (atyp ical of the area as  a  whole ) a lmost reached potential
rates .
Results from the more d irect techniques are very variab le and give cause for concern
when , for instance,successive weighings of bucket tanks occasionally show an increase
or the treated plan ts appear to be suffering leaf curl. However , they are of the
same order of magnitude (see Tab le 7) as those achieved by porom etry and meteorology
1 .65
Penman-Monteith E
t
2 .50
1 .53
1 .97
(average)
1 .79
Figures in brackets are po rometer results for the same site on the sam e day
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on the days when bo th were carried out , and the greater transpiration rates of
Cladium  are po inted to by even the simplest measuring cy linder tests . There is
a lso an intrinsic value of such tests when comb ined with simple meteorolog ical
measurements in the crop stand (Figure 12) . These show how the water demand of the
crop canopy builds up diurnally and the influence of wind movem ent over th e crop
surface .
Perhaps the most striking thing about the porometry and similar techniques is that,
using the lea f area indices prevailing at the sample sites, trans iration rates are
very low . However , the leaf area indices, themse lves are low and when converted
to the higher indices which would prevail in a pure stand the ra tes more close ly
approximate the po tential rate from the Penman -Monteith equatio n . Unfortunately
no pub lished LA I 's have been found for  Cladium ,  neither is it po ssib le to make
accurate comparisons o f the ground cover/production of this plant at the Anglesey
sites and elsewhere . Only Godw in (1941) has pub lished figures , for Wicken Fen ,
against which those of dry matter production at the sampled sites at Corsydd
Erddreiniog and Goch appear moderate and low , respectively .  Phragmites  appears more
abundantly in the literature (Buttery and Lamb ert , 1965 , Haslam , 1972, Smid , 1975,
Mason and Bry ant ,. 1975), in every case with denser shoots and higher productivity
than at our sampling sites . If we select a multiplication of ten times our measured
transpiration rates to bring the Anglesey  Phragmites  sites into line with the
LAIs of Danie ls (1975) they are more reasonable and espe cially those measured by
po rometry are re latively close to the po tential rate for the day of the measurements
(around 60 - 80% of po tential) . This is still low and raises the question of stomatal
control and leaf curling by  Phragmi tes  at these two sites . Roberts illustrated a
fall in lea f conductance during the day at bo th sites and Plate 10 shows how the
attitude of  Phragmites  leaves can change on a warm , dry , windy day between cond itions
at dawn and m id a fternoon . Smid (1975), working on  Phragm ites  in standing water
reco rded no stomatal control . One must conclude that the measu remen ts described
above yie ld interesting insigh ts into the use of water by the p lant species of the
Anglesey fens but only two were treated and at sites where many other herb species
are transpiring . Possibly the shelter of the taller plants inhibits high rates of
loss from these. O f  Phragmites  and  Cladium ,  one is best su ited to porometry and the
other to simpler direc t techniques . Grossing up to simulate the transpiration by
pure stand s is difficu lt because the controlling variab les of m icroclimate would be
different in such a pure stand . Th e measurements made of temperature , humidity and
windspeed to accompany the Anglesey experiments (Figure 13 is a sample plot) show
that a more comp lete statement of the transpiration of rich fen communities will
require much more comprehensive instrumentation and a much better geographical
samp le of conditions in each basin : the de termining variables clearly operate
the comp lex control system the East Europeans have been claim ing . Plant vigour and
phy tosociology need study too ; Rakhmanina and Molotovsk ii (1979) report  Phragmites
tran sp iration rates much lower outside a monoceno sis. We may summarize the
Anglesey resu lts in this way :
(1) In most o f the measurements ,  Cladium  has transpired more than  Phragm ites .
Since the Cors Erddreiniog stand samp led is not atyp ical of successful
Cladium  elsewhere its mean transpiration rate there (all techniques) of nearly
2 mm per day may be reasonably accurate (tho ugh imprecise ).
(2) Th ese  Cladium  results and those from  Phragm ites,  when gro ssed up to simulate
a den ser stand (2 .6 mm per day ) are at or be low the potential rate , indicating
a me asure o f transpiration contro l by these plants under dry soil conditions.
Th ey are of a simila r order of magnitude to those reported by Godwin (19 31)
at Wicken Fen . In managem ent terms , therefore, p lan ts are unlike ly to suffer
from desicca tion ; irrigation water if applied , migh t be transp ired at high
rates . Under present conditions transpiration is contro lled be fore excessive
soil tensions build up (see Section 2.3).
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F I GURE!  12 Simple direct measurements of w ater loss from plants , Cors Erddreiniog
26 .8 .81. Diurnal variation in air temperature and relative humidity are
shown at levels of between .25m and 1.5m above ground . Nindspee ds were
measured at 1.5m . Et = evapo transpiration
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(3) Both sets of figures are low when compa red with those in the above literature
review , illustrating tha t results from ho t summers and standing water elsewhere
in the world cannot be ex trapo lated to Ang lesey or even any UK wetland . The
resu lts indicate that interception and evapo ration from plant canopies can
account for more than half the summer input of moisture under our cooler ,
rainier conditions .
(4) Cond itions o f microclimatology and soil moisture/standing water need to be
understood in detail for any wetland before we can be more precise about
t r a n s p i r a t i o n .
2.3 Studies of h drolo ical rocesses below round
Below the fen surface, water stored in superficial deposits , primarily in the pe at ,
moves mainly by saturated drainage , a process that is almost everywhere horizontal
in direction . The storage zone for water is separated by the water table into an
upper , unsatura ted zone and a lower , saturated zone . In the unsaturated zone water
movement is vertically upwards to satisfy transpiration needs of the plants , or
vertica lly downw ards convey ing excess water to the saturated zone . In the saturated
zone a po tential gradien t corresponding to the slope o f the wa ter table conveys
water horizontally towards ditches and outflows; where standing water is present on
the sur face , the unsa turated zone is absent, and transport of water takes place
by free surface flow above the ground and the slower saturated groundwater flow
below the surface .
Soil water in the unsaturated zone
Unsaturated soil is a rem arkab le med ium that can perm it the concurrent movement of
bo th water and air through its interconnected system o f po res . Above the water
table bo th air and water are presen t in soil po res, and the physica l behaviou r of
the soil depends on the comb ined properties of the soil/water/air system . In this
case , the po tentia l gradients leading to the movement of water are genera ted by
sur face tension forces at the interfaces between the air and water components .
Cap illary forces depend on the curvature of the interface , so at low moisture
contents , when only the smallest po res are water-filled , surface tension forces
are very high , and the water component exists under tension rather than hydrostatic
pressure (Figure 14 ) . To withdraw water from the soil, a plant roo t must be ab le
to overcome these ten sions: the removal of water from the soil requires even higher
tensions in the plant tissues , and in extreme conditions these tensions become
insuppo rtab le and the p lant w ilts .
The entry o f other forces complicates this simp le picture of the unsaturated zone .
The free energy o f the system is the resultant of
(i) a force field emanating from the soil particles and their affinity
for water (a)
(ii) the hydrostatic pressure (h )
(iii) osmo tic pressure caused by disso lved salts  (0 )
(iv ) external pressure (generally atmo spheric ) (e)
and (v ) surface tension (t)
In humid conditions , the osmotic pressure componen t is generally small , and the
absorptive forces of the soil particles are insignificant . The most impo rtant
com ponents under these conditions are hydro static and atmospheric pressures and
surface tension .
FIGURE 14 Forms of moisture in the soil
SOIL SURFACE
Discrete moisture
fi lms at grain contacts
• Continuous moisture fi lms
Moisture content increasing
with depth
Continuous moisture films
Moisture content
at capillary saturat ion
WATER TABLE
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The soil water avai lable to plant roo ts is determ ined by the gradient of free energy
towards the roots . If subscripts p and s denote p/ant and soil respectively
In the plant the osmotic forces are important, and by contro lling these the plant
can manipulate the energy gradient to continue withdraw ing water from a drying soil .
Th us over a wide range o f soil moisture tensions many p lants can ob tain a constan t
flow of water to replace the transp iration losses .
Plant roo ts tend to grow towards moister soil, and root extension can fur ther
supplem ent the availab le water, but the increasing resistance to flow of longer and
longer roo t pathw ays eventually lim its the water supply . Effects of drought are
more serious at times of grow th : for examp le cereals are sensitive to a water
deficit at the time o f maximum grow th , but no t at other seasons.
With the exception of osmotic pressure , the sum of tension forces in unsatura ted
so il may be measured using a mercury manom eter tensiom eter . The principle o f the
tensiometer is the equilibration of a vo lume o f free water with the water in the
unsa turated soil. Th e tension in the water colum n necessary to sustain the
equilibrium is measured by a mercury m anometer . A po rous ceram ic po t contains the
free water , and where a po re of the po t contacts an air-filled pore in the soil , the
meniscus adjusts its radius of curvature so as to oppo se exactly the tension in the
water . Wh ere contact is with a water film there is equilibra tion of tension between
the soil water and the water in the po t . The maximum soil moisture tension that
can be accommodated is 2T/r , where T is the surface tension of water and r is the
rad ius of a pore of the po t , but a practica l limit is a tension of about I bar ,
at which the water co lumn canno t be sustained .
Figure 15 and Plate 11 show the equipment in a field installation . Flexible tubes
are led from each tensiom eter to a manometer board and readings are taken of the
Pars* S S  a
ea s Yo b
f - f = (a - a ) + (h - h ) + (o - o ) + (e - e ) + (t - t )
p s P  5 p s p s P  5  p s
(Black 1957 )
&S AW scats
S b
F IGURE 15 Idealized diagram o f me rcury m anome te r tensiomete r as installed at Co rs
 E rddre in iog . Plate 11 show s an actual ins tallation .
PLATE 11
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FIGURE 16 Tensiometer results at four depths , for two dates at
three locations along a transect o f bo reboles no rmal
to the main ditch near Relit Bridge , Cora Erddreiniog .
The 'w ater tab le ' line joins the points where tensio-
meter results indicate saturation .
During summer 1980 tensiometers were installed at two stations on Cors Erddreiniog :
at borehole Erddreiniog (la) on the extended main transect and at the ditch transect
at Rallt Bridge . Tension measurements were taken on the weekly borehole round from
July 1980 to January 1981 , and from May to October 1981 . Measurements were discon-
tinued during the winter because of the liklih ood of frost which would invalidate
the resu lts and po ssib ly damage the above-g round parts of the instruments .
Flow of groundwater in the saturated zone
The permeability of soils and sedimen ts varies widely , from 0 .0001 metres per day
for silt and loam soils to 100 000 metres per day for clean gravel . Peat has
permeability generally in the range 0 .1 to 10 metres per day (Bear 1972). This
wide range of po ssib le values quoted in the literatu re is sufficient justification
for attempting to measure the permeab ility of the particu lar sed iments encountered
on the Anglesey Fens. The prob lems of ob taining and testing "undisturbed samples
in the laboratory are such that an in situ meth od is pre ferred .
The simplest in situ method for measuring permeability below the water tab le was
developed by Diserens (1934) and Hooghoud t (1936) and re fined by Kirkham (1945)
and Lu thin and Kirkham (1949). In its original form the method invo lved drilling
a vertica l ho le in the soil , pumping or baling ou t the water and ob serving the
rate of rise of water in the ho le . A re lationship between rate of rise and
depression of the water surface below the water tab le (drawdown ) was used to
determine the permeability . There were numerous disadvantages to the field method ,
not least the prob lem of sloughing of the sides of the auger-hole in unconso lidated
depo sits. Kirkham 's mod ification was to line the hole , restricting the open
portion o f the ho le to a cylindr ical cavity at the foot of the ho le . This
"piezom eter" method has been used wide ly , and has become a standard method in land
drainage wo rk . (A piezometer is an observation well open over a confined region,
and used for the mea sureme nt of hydraulic head at a point , rather than averaged over
the depth of the ho le .)
Figure 17 (a) is a de finition sketch for the piezom eter method . The permeability k
is given by the formula
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The station at bo reho le la , on the fen expanse , yielded no measurable soil moisture
tension . Indeed the resu lts indicated water levels at or above the ground sur face
for much o f the period of observation . At Rallt Bridge , tensions were highest at
boreho le A , two metres from the ditch , while at borehole G , 14 ,metres from the ditch ,
tension was rarely evident (Figure 16). The highest tension encountered was
equivalent to 1170 mm of water , which is a much low er tension than wou ld be expected
in summ er in an agricultura l soil . Appreciable tensions only occur more than about
300 mm above the water table : this suggests the conclusion that moisture stress
on the wetland community will only begin when the water level falls more than 300 mm
below the surface , and will be even less ev ident for species with significant rooting
depths . These include Phragmdtes and , unfortunate ly but inevitab ly , Molinia . The
relationships between soil moisture and plant communities will be explored in more
detail in section 1.1.
Below the water tab le, in the zone of satura tion , the flow of groundwater is
horizontal , and is governed by the permeab ility , which is a property of the soil
which depends upon the type and size o f pores ,by the hydr aulic gradient , which is the
gradient of the water table , and by the depth of permeab le deposits . Th e form of the
water tab le will be discussed below under the heading of ground survey ; the depth
of deposits will be the sub ject of the section on stratig raphy (Section 2.4). The
remainder of this section deals with the pe rmeab ility o f the fen peat which forms
the topmost depo sit everywhere on the fens , and w ith groundwater flow towards
the main drain .
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where a is the radius of the cavity
yl, y2 are drawdowns from the initial water level at times t1
and t
2
respectively
and
w/a = 7 .89
s/a = 100
d/a =
ra
ln (y1/y2)
(S/a ) t
2
- t
1
S/a is a dimensionless shape factor which depe nds on d and w
On Cors Erddreiniog it proved impossible to use the simp le piezometer method , as
the cavity in the peat did no t stay open , and a modified technique was used . The
simp le tube o f the Kirkham method was replaced by a tube perforated over a 150 mm
length and tipped w ith a conical plug (Figu re 17b ).
Many methods have been propo sed for the determination of the shape factor S/a .
Luthin and Kirkham (1949 ) used an electrical analogue model to investigate the
behaviour of the shape factor for varying d and w , and also the effect of an
impermeab le layer at a depth s below the cavity . Hvorslev (1951) derived a formula
for S/a based on the assumption that the potential surfaces around the cavity were
ellipsoidal . Hvorslev 's formula , valid for w/a greater than 4 , is
S/a = 212 (Isi v + ( w ) 2 )
2a
Youngs (1968 ) used an electrical analogue model to extend the range o f values of S/a
and to investigate the effects of an impermeable or infinitely permeab le horizon
below the cavity . Youngs ' results showed a moderate degree of dependence on d ,
wh ich is no t expressed in the Hvorslev formula .
A comparison was made , for the piezometer dimensions used for the Cors Erddreiniog
tests , between the availab le tab les and formulae and a Sessel series solution .
The resu lts , in Table 8 , show that even the simple formula of Hvorslev gives a
consistent resu lt, and all values , by any method , lie within p lus or minus 6% o f
the mean value . In view of the relative simplicity of the Hvorslev formu la , shape
factors derived from this formula were used in the calculation of permeability .
TABLE 8 PERME AB ILITY TESTS : COMPARISON OF VALUES OF SHAPE FACTOR S/a
Sessel series 23.6
Luthin & Kirkham 24 .6
Hvorslev 23.8
Youngs (extrapo lated ) 23.0
90 .5 34 .0 26 .7
23.3 23.4
25.4 25.9
Sites chosen for permeab ility testing on Cors Erddreiniog provide a reasonable
sample o f the fen sur face w ith in the NNR ; they are Ra llt Bridge , bo reholes
Erddreiniog (1) (6) (8) and (12) and the Automatic Weather Sta tion site . Piezometers
Def init ion sketch for piezometer method A cav ity of length w and radius a
is augered out from the soil below the base of the tube The draw down y
of t he w ater level in the ho le is measured from the init ial (w ater table) level
  •  
  •  
•
-
length I
Piezemeter far penneability tests
1•08 m.
1•58 m.
2•08 m.
water table
0  11  .
0 0 7So
0 0 0 0 0 S
0 0 0 0 0  00  0 0 0 0 0 
n o 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 o o
0 0 o o o o
F IGURE 17 The in-situ metho d o f permeability measuremen t
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were sunk at each site to depths of approximately 0.5 m , 0.75 m , 1 m , 1.25 m ,
1.5 m and 2 m below ground level. The piezometers were then baled repeatedly to
remove any smears which could have blocked the perforations during installation :
this process is known as development. After development the water levels were left
for about 24 hours to stabilise . The actual testing was carried out by pumping each
piezometer to a level of about one metre below the water table, then recording the
depth to water level every half minute for a period of between 5 and 25 minutes .
Permeability test data were analysed using linear regression to derive the best
value for the ratio In(y,/y,)/(t, - ti) and the shape factor determined from the
Hvorslev formula. All tfie aata ahowea a markedly nonlinear behaviour , departing from
the expected straight line graph in a very similar fashion (Figure 18). This type
of behaviour was noted by Ingram et  al  (1974) in permeability tests in peat: the
exp lanation would appear to lie in the elastic properties  of  the peat deposits,
but a complete theoretical model has not yet been developed (H .A .P Ingram pers.
comm . 1981). Meanwhile it is possible to use permeability values as measures of at
least the relative permeability of various peat horizons . Table 9 shows the values
obtained at the six sites and the depths shown . At four of the six stations
there is a decrease in permeability with depth : of the two exceptions , boreho le
Erddreiniog (8) is in a tufaceous peat while borehole (6) is in an area that
has been grazed . It is not known whether these distinguishing features can
exp lain the departures from the norm .
1
0-7 Bera sis 12 /* mo b li ly Wi ts
owdown
1.6 7m
0 .I 1.25m
fo-
1.0 4m
0-0
0 .79m
0- 54 m
0 0 2
0 01
1 3 4 5 7 1 1
hmeWn wy mral si
FIGURE 18 Plo ts o f draw-down agains t time fo r a set o f pe rmeab ility tests , Co rs
 E rddreiniog . Simple theo ry predicts th at the plots w ill be linear but the
behaviour of the peat does not acco rd with th is .
TABLE 9 PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENTS AT CORS ERDDREINIOG
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Site Depth k Depth k Depth k Depth k Depth k Depth k
-1 -1 -1 -1 - 1 -1
m md m md m md m md m md m md
Rallt 0 .55 1.42 0 .78 1.05 1.04 1.27 1.22 1 .03 1.54 0 .80 2.00 0 .39
Bridge
AWS 0 .60 2 .95 0 .79 3.21 1 .12 1.31 1.29 1.32 1.57 1.15 2.00 1.02
Bo rehole 0 .79 0 .96 0 .93 0 .88 1.21 0 .97 1 .38 0 .81 1.67 0 .55 2 .00 0 .46
1
Borehole 0 .59 0 .39 0 .83 0 .36 1.11 0 .41 1.38 0 .53 1.62 0 .50 2.00 0 .45
6
Borehole 0 .83 0 .47 1.07 0 .41 1.33 0 .51 1.60 0 .57 2.00 0 .56
8
Borehole 0 .54 1.85 0 .79 1.29 1.04 0 .83 1 .28 0 .65 1.57 0 .74 2.00 0 .50
12
High permeability towards the surface is a characteristic used by Ingram (1978),
fo llow ing Soviet telmatologists K .E . Ivanov and V .V . Romanov , to distinguish two
main layers of a peat mire , the upper acrotelm and the lower ca tote/m . Wh ere these
layers are distinct, the permeability varies over up to four orders of magnitude
in the acrotelm , and it is in this layer that most of the groundwater and sur face
flow takes place . It is no t clear that the layers can be distinguished so readily
in fens as in oligo trophic bogs , but the trend in pe rmeab ility values suggests
the po ssibility of much higher permeab ilities in the near-surface zone , where the
piezometer method canno t be used .
Groundwater flow towards the main drain may be estimated by deriving an estim ate
of the transmissivity o f the saturated thickness of peat adjacent to the drain .
Transmissivity is the integral of permeability over the depth , and when multiplied
by the hydraulic gradient gives the total groundwater flow per metre along the
water table contour .
A t Rallt Bridge , the water table be tween bo reho res A and C is at an average
depth o f 0 .55 m below the fen surface , and the gradient o f the water table is
0 .06. Dividing up the peat profile below the 0 .55 m depth into three layers
0 .55 to 1 .22 m „ 1 .22 m to 2 m , and deeper than 2 m , the transmissivity is obtained
by the trapezium rule for the upper two layers , and by extrapo lation o f the rate
of decrease in permeability for the third layer . The transmissivity o f the full
peat profile is the sum of T1 = 0 .953 m 2d- 1  for the upper layer , T2 = 0 .574 m 2d- I
for the second layer and T I  = 0 .09 m2d - 1  for the lowest layer , i .e . the total
transmissivity is 1 .617 m 2a- 1.
Groundwater flow pe r metre along the water tab le contour is 1.617 x 0 .06 = 0 .097
3 - 1
m d . Inspe ction of the summer and winter water levels in the ditch transect
shows that the hydrau lic gradient rem ains essentially constant , while the water
table may vary between 0 .3 m and 0 .75 m below the surface , correspond ing to
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variations in transmissivity between 1.218 and 1.957, and a variation in flow
between a summer minimum of 0 .073 m 3d- 1  and a winter maximum of 0 .117 m 3d- 1
. Th us
groundwater flows are 60% higher in w inter than in summer, or put in another way ,
the annual groundwater flow may be divided into 60% during the winter and 40%
during the summer . This is very different from the distribution of surface runoff .
The average flow of 0 .097 m 3d- 1 corresponds to the draining of the excess rainfall
from an area 89 m wide along the side of the ditch, the excess rainfall on
Cors Erddreiniog being of the order of 400 mm per annum . That this is considerably
less than the width of the field adjacent to the ditch testifies to the effective-
ness of surface flow in removing the excess. Surface flow contributions to flood
flows at Rallt Bridge have been assessed using conductivity measurements and field
gaugings (Gilman and Newson, 1981) . They point to the fact that nearly three
quarters of flood runoff in winter comes from surface flow .
2.4 Flow from the fens at the basin scale - basic controls
Whilst process studies such as those repo rted above can point to the dynamics of
water movement at a site , interpretation of both groundwater and surface water
flows from the fen basins as hydrological units involves a much larger scale
investigation of surface topography and stratigraphy .
Ground surveys of Cors  Er d d r e i n i o g  and Cors Goch
The most pressing need for information on lowland wetland nature reserves is,
that for topographic survey . Because of their low relief and the importance
to their ecology of surface , or near-surface , drainage even the shallowest of
relief amplitudes can facilitate or obstruct drainage . Consequently , conventional
cartographic surveys are only of restricted use and there are few benchmarks from
such survey in wetland areas . Clearly , the disposition of water bodies and the
direction of flows during wet conditions if mapped in the field can give a qualita-
tive picture . However , th'e type of active water management advocated in the
concluding sections of this report demands quantitative survey to a high standard
of accuracy . Topographic survey data for Corsydd Eiddreiniog and Goch have been
ob tained in a variety of ways:
(a) Simple levelling was used to choose transects for boreholes and to
accompany stratigraphic coring
(b ) Intensive levelling was carried out to aid NCC 's negotiations on
drainage proposals by Mr Morgan at Cors Erddreiniog
(c) Full tacheometric survey o f water and ground surfaces was carried out
during summer 1981 at bo th sites using E .D .M . (Electronic Distance
measurement).
Since the surveys were performed under a variety of conditions , from heat haze
to heavy rain , and involved a variety of operators and long-distance sighting ,
the accompanying plans are drawn up with levels accurate to 1 cm . Closure errors
in level have been up to 8 cm but these have been distributed . With vegetation
hummocks up to 30 cm high and an over-all relief of under a metre on much of the
survey area , the surveyor is forced to compromise between the need for great
accuracy and the hopeless complexities of the resulting survey . Consequently , we
have concentrated on standing water levels , firm topographic features and hydro-
logical instruments as survey points (Figures 19 and 20) some of the temporary bench
marks used can only be pointed out in the field and a datum for these can be
ob tained from I.H . Previous survey datums (Gilman and Newson , 1979) have been
revised and should be ignored .
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CORS ERDDRE INIOG TEMPORARY BENCH-MARKS See letters on Fig . 20
(Elevations tabulated here  wh ere  no t shown on survey )
A Sleeper b ridge , Nant Isa f boundary ditch
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H Top o f N .E . b ridge post , NNR side of footbridge : 6 1.90 m AOD
I Top o f northern NNR gate post 62 .75 m AOD
J Top of southern NNR gate post 63 .34 m AOD
K B ridge parapet, Boddynda lane
(In addition , all remaining boreh oles have adjacent
ground leve l shown on survey ; tops of boreholes were
used as short-term bench-m arks .)
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Since management of water levels on Cors Erddreiniog may invo lve spreading water
from the two main discrete sources o f spring water , the po sition of these springs
is considered first. Fortunately the springs wh ich comprise the Nant Isaf source
rise considerab ly above the fen surface and it would be feasib le to use their water
from as little as 100 m upstream of the IH Nant Isaf weir . From such a po sition
gravity feed could supp ly most parts of Cors Erddreiniog for the investment in some
hundreds of metres of pipe and the ach ievement o f access across Mr Morgan 's
intervening land . The position o f the Nant Ucha f spring , only 2 m above the fen
surface at its source is less practical in terms of distribution , expecially as it
falls steeply through a hydraulic ram into the N .C .C . land holding . On ly  a
renovated ram could pump the water around the eastern part of the N .N .P .
Over the rest of Cors Erddreiniog relief is half a metre or less with the
exception o f the central ridge which stands 2.5 m above the surrounding fen and
a 2 - 4 m rise eastwards on to slope deposits at the foo t of the limestone
escarpment. The low relief means low water surface gradients . That of the Nant
Isaf stream from the IH recorder to Ra llt Bridge is .2% , much of which fall is
ach ieved in the first section ; from Llyn yr Wyth Eidion to Pallt Bridge water level
slopes .0 5% .  The  "South Ditch", which also  feeds  Llyn yr Wyth Eidion  slope s
0 .12% from the tarmac road at the southern end of the main basin but by only .06%
over the last half kilom etre to the lake . There are,therefore , rather fewer
opportunities for using this water , even if the quality were right .
At Cors Goch , it has not been po ssible tO calculate reduced levels based on Ordnance
Datum ; a temporary bench mark on top of the limestone ridge forms the basis of the
survey . Apar t from the 11 m high escarpment the other main relief feature on Goch
is the grit ridge which rises 3.5 m to divide the fen into north/east and south/west
basins . Over the rest o f the fen only a 65 cm relief was measured with the lowest-
lying area be ing former peat d igg ings to the sou th-west of the ridge . Bo th major
standing-water bodies are at the sam e level , under half a metre above the basin
outlet,to which surface water grad ients slope at .13% (Pond ) and .05% (Llyn Cadarn) .
Wh ilst the above summary of survey resu lts does little directly to increase our
knowledge of natural water movements in th e fen basins there is one direct
conclusion ; with gradients so low especially in channe ls , surface drainage is not
a rapid process particu larly during the period of dense vegetation cover . To some
extent this allows the fen vegetation to regulate its own water supply .
The second use of the surveys is to assess the records of underground water levels
from boreholes in terms of the true ground surface . Accordingly , the transects
o f bo reholes across Corsydd Erdd reiniog and Goch have been drawn up to reduced
level, show ing their relationship with the surface (Figure 21) . At Cors Goch water
levels are clearly higher in the north-eastern section o f the basin . Surface
flooding in the sou th-western section appears to be mainly the resu lt of topographic
depression , exacerbated by peat diggings . The north-eastern section is also
saucer shaped but standing water levels are apparently increased as a result
of a less direct connection with the basin outlet. At Cors Erddre iniog water levels
follow the surface faithfully except in the neighbo urhood of drains . The sur face
flooding west o f the ridge in a shallow depression is of interest ; sim ilar flooding
,to the east of the ridge is prevented by a drain . The fall of ground and water
levels from bo reholes 8 to 6 is more apparen t than real - the transect forms a
diagonal to a fall of land towards the South Ditch .
S t r a t i g r a p hi c  surveys of Cors  Er d d r e i n i og a n d Cor s Go c h
An essen tial part of an investigation aimed at outlining the po ssibilities and
strateg ies for management of a wetland site is the exploration of the nature and
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depth of the soil and sediments . The storage of water that is necessary for
surv ival through drought periods, and the resistance to peat wastage , depend upon
the thickness of peat; the transport of water across the mire expanse is also
influenced by the depth and type of the depo sits .
Stratigraphic survey of Cors Erddreiniog and Cors Goch took a simple form , aimed
at presenting a picture of the broad shape of the fen basins and the distribution
of the lake sediments and peat. Three transects were laid out across Cors
Erddreiniog , radiating from the spring east of the lake (Figure 22) , and one broken-
line transect , following the line of the observation boreho les , was set out down
the length of Cors Goch (Figure 23) . Additional data are availab le for Cor s Goch
in the form of a palaeobotanical study by Seddon (1957) , who had obtained strati-
graphic information on three cross transects of Cors Goch , and a po llen profile at
one po int .
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For most 0 .5 m lengths of core , details of stratig raphy w ere noted in the field , b ut
samples were taken from interesting horizons for examination in the laborato ry .
Appendix I summ arises stratig raph ic in form ation .
The resu lts of th e stratigraph ic surv ey (Figures 24 , and 25) confirm the origin
o f both fens as lake basins , w ith the deepest po in ts more than 9 .5 metres be low
the present ground surface . The basin s have been filled mostly by lacustr ine
sediments , capped by fen peat up to 4 .5 m etres th ick . The sub surface form of the
basin s is more comp lex than wou ld appear from an exam ination of the fen surface ,
and Cors Erddrein iog is dissected by hidden ridges of bedrock which  are  now
obscured by the fen peat .
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A t the base of the profile , presumab ly on a foundation of boulder clay , is a layer
up to 0 .5 m thick of mauve-grey plastic clay , varying in colour from pink to neutral
grey , and containing no macroscopic organic remains. Above this is a thicker (up
to three metres) deposit of steel-grey clay , more or less silty and containing
significant quan tities of moss remains . Seddon (1957) identified these as belonging
to the hypno id group . The clay gives way to a carbonate deposit , varying in co lour
from greenish grey through pure wh ite to buff , and containing linear leaf fragments
pre sumab ly deriving from a reedswamp community . Moss fragmen ts are much less
comm on in this marl layer . Gastropod and bivalve shells are abundant , especially
in the upper horizons of the marl, where it grades into the fen peat . The
gastropod population is similar to that existing today in the littoral zone of
Llyn yr Wy th Eidion on Cors Erddreiniog , with one notab le excep tion . The commonest
species is  Lymnaea peregra  (Wandering snail) comprising about 50-60% o f the popula-
tion .  Valva ta piscinalis  (Valve snail) comprises about 30% , and  Planorbis laevis
(Smoo th ramshorn ) about 10% .  Valva ta macrostoma ,  a snail now restricted to Southern
Eng land and East Anglia (Macan 1977) , is present in marl deposits but probably not
in the present-day littoral zone . (Plate 13) . Non-aquatic genera such as  Vertigo
and  Succinea  are also represented but uncommon , while the sem i-aquatic  Lymnaea
truncatula  occurs in the marl and in the present littoral zone . The witness of
these snail shells, and the continuing formation of carbo nate on the littoral she lf
of Llyn yr Wyth Eidion , po ints to a littoral origin for the marl.
'PLA TE 13 G as tropods from th e fo rm e r litte ra l zo nes o f L lyn y r Wy th E idion and
L ly n C adarn (a y . s ize I mu.)
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weathering would have provided abundant mineral nutrients , the water was probab ly
too turb id to support much vegetation , levels too variab le and shores too unstab le
for grow th of a littora l community . The plastic clay at the foo t of the profile
contains 10 to 25% of calcium carbonate , but the succeed ing silty clay is much
lower in carbonate , around 1 to 5%. Textural variation noted by Seddon suggests
tha t the upper clay , at least at Cors Goch , is derived from the dip slope to the
no rth : although the bedrock on this slope is limestone it could be expected to
have been mantled mo re deep ly by bou lder clay and to have contributed a suspended
sedimen t load for a longer period than the limestone escarpm en t. Inflow from th e
limestone escarpments at bo th sites would have initially been surface runoff
carrying a carbonate-rich suspended load to contribute to the lower clay , then as
the weathered man tle was removed the inflow would becom e groundwater carrying
disso lved carbonate bu t no suspended material.
The transition to marl or detritus mud began in the shallows at the periphery of
the basins , as the quality of the water supp ly changed . Marl is produced by
pho tosynthesis , usually o f algae , which remove carbon dioxide from the water and
cause the precipitation of calcium carbonate .  Chara  is one important example , but
even single-celled algae may be respo nsible . The calcium carbonate content of marl
sam ples from the Anglesey Fens ranges from about 60 to 99% , the balance being
organ ic or siliceous materia l. Tufaceous particles are found in the littoral zone
o f the modern Llyn yr Wy th Eidion, o ften of a tubular form that arises from
deposition of carbonate on reed stems (Plate 14) . These tufaceous particles also
occur at dep th near the lake , but at other stations the m arl is fine in texture .
It may be that wave action was more vigorous in the larger ancient lake , resulting
in abrasion of tufa partic les and shells . Mar l deposition is not a simple process :
a fter initial production on the littora l shelf , wave action moves the pa rticles
outward s and down an inclined 'marl slope '. Final incorporation into the marl
body could take place anywhere on this slope . Marl slopes with angles up to 40
deg rees have been repo rted in the USA by Eggleston and Dean (1976 ). The slow
encroachment of the marl slope and the littoral shelf out towards the centre of the
lake results in a break in the continuity of sedimentation in deep water . Marl
lake waters are usually clear , and there should be little deposition in deeper
water beyond the marl slope . Llyn yr Wy th Eidion is reputed to be less clear than
typ ical marl lakes , and th is is attributed to influx of peaty water (Ratcliffe
1977). However this may be an effect of relatively recent drainage . The presence
o f this gap in the sedimentation seq uence means that a full pro file , for instance
for po llen analysis , cannot be obtained from a centra l site . A similar result will
ho ld for gy ttja deposition , with a smaller slope angle . This may be the cause of
the interrup tion in the pollen profile illustra ted in the second annual report o f
this pro ject (Gitman and Newson , 198 1) and attributed by Seddon (1957) to a fall
in lake level .
Tow ard s the landward edge o f the littoral shelf , a reedswamp community marked the
front line of the advancing fen , prevented by wave action from encroaching more
quickly . In the denser reeds to the rear , fen peat was laid down and the
Verlaneung  process begun . In p laces where wave action was inhibited , for example
in the centra l narrow channel o f Cors Goch (Seddon 1957) , the fen vegetation could
advance as a floating ma t, and marl formation would be succeeded by the depo sition
o f detritus mud . Th e steady buildup of fen pea t at the basin outlet resu lted in a
slow rise in the fen water level and in the deepe st lacustrine depo sits ' being
towards the centre of the fen , for example the deep marl deposit around Llyn yr
Wyth Eidion .
Th e stratigraphic survey , in addition to po inting out the palaeobo tanica l interest
o f the Anglesey Fens , can be used to support arguments ,about hydrologica l management.
Th e fen peat which supports the present plant communities is on average about
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1.5 to 2 metres thick , sufficient to provide drought storage for fen vegetation but
insu fficient to provide a sub strate for agriculture of the type practised in the
East Anglian Fens for more than thirty to forty years if peat wastage is allowed
to occur (see section 1 .2).
The particle sizes present in the lower deposits lead to the conclusion that
permeabilities are very low , and that most groundwater flow occurs through the
peat . Given tha t there is no likelihood of deep flow or vertical percolation ,
there is reason for op timism about the prospects of surface and near-surface water
managemen t.
BU ILDING A CONSERVATION STRATEGY BASED ON WATER MANAGEMENT
Before drawing together the conclusions from all the hydro logical stud ies into
recommendations it is helpful to , once again , consider the centra l conservation
issue in the Ang lesey fens - the continued vigour of their flora . It is clear tha t
the presen t distribution o f plant communities on the Ang lesey Fens , and the
pro spects of man ipu lating them to restore former interest and diversity , are
intimately bound up with local hydrological conditions . Detailed predictions abou t
the response of the fen system to changes in managemen t are impo ssible to make ;
Section 1 .2 has already po inted to the un likely prospect of fully quantitative
plant-soil-water managemen t but the requirements of several of the species present
are well documen ted in qualitative if no t quantitative terms . Ins tead of taking
plant tolerances against specific water levels as a guide it is essential to fall
back to the concep t of wetland plant succession , which also imp lies changing water
level and quality .
3.1 S ecific lant-water relationshi s
The fen succession takes a well-defined course , from the first emergent plants to
co lonise open water , through peat-form ing communities which ra ise the land surface
sufficien tly for bushes and finally trees to succeed . This succession may be
accelera ted , or retarded or temporarily reversed by climatic or hydro logical
events, or deflected by agricultural practices (Godwin 1929). Four plant species
are worthy o f close attention on the Anglesey Fen s : three of these are phases in the
fen succession , the fourth ,  Schoenus nigricans ,  is present in the marginal
soligenous fen areas .
1.  Phragm ites communis ,  the common reed , which is most vigorous in the littoral
zone of the lakes and in ditches, persists almost inde finitely as a minor element
in the fen comm unity .  Phragm ites  is one of the first emergent colonisers of the
open water hab itat , although it is sensitive to wave and ice action , and to scour ,
so that it tends to avoid high energy shorelines (Haslam 1970 ). In swamp cond itions ,
Phragm ites  competes successfully by shading , and forms monodom inant stands with a
closed canopy (Haslam 1973a). As the ground surface rises relative to water level,
either spatially or tempo rally , the number o f potentia l competitors increases , and
the densi ty o f Phragmd tes shoots decreases . Competitors which are ab le to lay down
quantities o f litte r, for example  Molinia  or  Cladium ,  can suppress reed growth by
reducing the numbe r o f shoots .  Phragmites  can withstand compe tition in areas which
are pe rmanen tly or intermittently flood ed , and cutting or burning increases its
dom inance , but  Molinia is  also favoured by cutting and burning on drier land . An
impo rtant fact with regard to managemen t is that  Phragmi tes  is harmed by too rapid
an adjustment of water level, either tow ards drier or wetter conditions (Haslam
1970 ) . The period of stress appears to last about four years after a sudden change
in water regime. Th e performance of  Phragmites  is improved by an increase in the
concen tration of inorganic nutrients , particularly where this concentration is
no rmally low (Daniels 1975), but in hea lthy stands nutrients are no t limiting . In
such conditions as tho se at Cors Erddreiniog , reduction in the pe rformance of
Phragmi tes  is due entirely to the effects of competition .
6 3
2.  Cladium mariscus ,  the giant sword-sedge , thrives where water levels are above
or at the surface for much of the year , although it can to lerate a summ er water
level of 0 .15 m below the surface and short periods with even lower levels .
Cladium  is the successor to  Phragmites ,  in that it will flourish in shallow water ,
supp ressing competitors by a dense mat of litter.  Cladium  has the advantage
over  Phragmites  where there is abundan t calcium but th e water is poor in o ther
nutrients (Haslam 1973b), but unlike  Phragmites , Cladium  cannot persist in sparse
stands or in shade , so it is easily killed out by competitors such as bushes which
can obtain a footho ld (Godw in 1978 , pho tograph on page 153) . Aera tion of the roots
o f  Cladium  occurs through the old leaves which have the most open pathways to the
stock . Flooding to depths in excess o f 400 mm prevents aeration and is un favourable :
how ever there is more available oxygen when the water level is above the sur face and
in motion , hence the pre ference of  Cladium  for shallow flooded conditions . Rooting
in  Cladium  is shallow , abo ut 0 .15 m (Conway 1942), and this may be an indication
of the inefficiency of the aeration process, compared for instance w ith that o f
Phragmi tes ,  which can root to 2 m (Haslam 1973a).
3. British wetlands in decline are invaded by  Mo l i n i a  caerulia ,  the purp le moor-
grass , a plant that will to lerate a wide range of soil conditions and tends by its
growth hab it to exclude other species . The lowering of the water tab le below the
optimum' for such species as  Phragmites communis  and  Cladium mariscus  improves the
aeration of the'upper pea t and allow s the entry of  Molinia .  Although  Mo l i n i a ,
like other wetland plants , is adapted to carry on internal gas exchange to supp ly
its roo ts w ith oxygen , this mechanism is not completely e ffective (Webster 1962).
Thus  Molinia  could be regarded as one of the first of the dry marsh plants to
co lonise the fen surface . However there is good reason , at least in the case of
East Anglia, to place  Molinia  o ff the main sequence of the hydrosere , as the
cond itions for its estab lishment are the same as those for bushes such as  Rh a mn us .
Molinia  cannot compete with bushes , and bush grow th was prevented in 'the East Anglia
Fens by management.  Molinia  should therefore be regarded as part o f a deflected
succession (Godwin 1929 , Godw in and Bharucha 1932) . At Cors Erddreiniog and
Cors Goch  Mo l i n i a  has apparently been successful in its invasion because of the
comparatively rapid dry ing out of the fen following drainage . The natural process
o f  Ve r l a n d un g  caused by peat accumulation could have led to the establishment of
carr rather than  Molinie tum .  Once established ,  Molinia  maintains its dominance
through a dense litter mat , an early start into growth from its bulbous basa l
internodes (Jefferies 1916 ) and possib ly by the promotion of fire (Dawkins 1939).
Tussock forma tion is also important in ensuring survival through flood conditions :
the spaces between tussocks form an in terconnected network of drainage channels
through which surface water can flow without inundating the tussock crests . It is
certain that flooding tha t does inundate the tussocks is harmful to  Molinia :
Meade  (1981) cites cases at Danes Moss , Macclesfield , and Risley Mo ss , where large
areas o f  Mo l i n i a  have been deliberately killed by flooding .
4 .  S c h o e n u s n i g r i c a n s ,  the bog-rush , occupies the so ligenous margins of the
Ang lesey Fens, where it receives seepage water rich in calcium . Un like the other
spe cies mentioned,  Schoenus is  a plant of soligenous fens and spring-fed areas ,
where water is flowing rapidly over or through the soil (Sparling 1968) . Th e tussock
hab it helps in resisting erosion and preven ting inundation , and incidentally
is o f eco logical value in providing a habitat for acidophilous spe cies above the '
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general level of base-rich water . Conditions are mo st favourab le for  Schoenus  when
the water tab le is at or near the sur face of the soil , but the species can withstand
a large temporary drop in water table associated with drought .  Al t h o u g h  Schoenus
tussocks are resistant to burning , recovery after fire is less rapid than that o f
Molinia . Thus Schoenetum  that has been infiltrated by  Molinia  is vu lnerab le to
fire , and  Molinia  is ab le to achieve dom inance by exp loiting the drier conditions
on the  Schoenus  tussocks . In some conditions , such as abandoned peat cuttings ,
Schoenus  naturally gives way to  Molinia  and bushes in the course of time , alth ough
co lonisation by the latter is retarded by the fire fac tor (Dawkins 1939).
Wetland p lants are adapted , not to the direct effects o f an excess o f water , but
to secondary effects , no tably the lack of available oxy gen in waterlogged soil
(Go sselink and Tu rner 1978 ). These adverse conditions lead to the dominance of
species adapted for agressive competition , with the tendency to establish mo no-
dominan t stands nder natural conditions (Haslam 1973b ) . With human interference ,
mixed stands occur , such as the "litter" and "mixed sedge" communities at Wicken
Fen (Godw in 1929), but such mixed stands are inherently unstable (Haslam 1973a)
and it may be difficult for one species in such a stand to recover from a tempo rary
setback .
A t Cors Erdd reiniog , and in the drier parts of Cors Go ch , interference has taken
the form of drainage , and has given rise to the presen t ascendancy o f  Mo linia .
Natural succession would occur through the  Mo l i n i a / My r i c a  association to carr
communities , and the first signs of these stages are pre sent at both the Anglesey
Fen sites. Th is succession can on ly be acce lerated by the effects of drainage ,
although some re tardation could be caused by frequent fires . What is needed at
both sites is the tipp ing of the balance in favour of the wetland communities which
preceded the  Molinia  invasion .
Using as a basis the classification of rich-fen vegetation presented by Wh eeler
(1980 a b and c), the Wales Field Unit of NCC embarked on a study o f the distribution
o f vegetation on the An glesey Fens . This study was designed to fit in with the
hydro logical work of IH , and to provide bo tanical inform ation to assist in the
preparation of managemen t plans for Cors Erddreiniog . A s in the case of the
hydro logical study , Cors Goch was envisaged as a contro l site where the effects of
dra inage were less marked .
The results are presented in a detailed report (M eade 1981); it is proposed here
only to summarise and bring out some of the po ints made in the full report .
Seven main associations were identified on the Anglesey Fens . Three of these
could be described as desirab le rich-fen communities, the rema inder were the
produ ct of molinia invasion . Predictab ly , the best rich-fen vegetation was at Cors
Go ch , and it was only at Cors Goch that the wettest community ,  Cladie tum marisci ,
cou ld be found . A t Cors Erddr einiog , it was suggested that the place of cladietum
had been taken by  Cl a d i o - Mo l i n i e t um ,  where Cladium  remained dominant, but in
associa tion with much molinia. Much of Cors Erddreiniog is covered by a  Molinia-
dominated grassland ,  Cirsio-Molinietum ,  which in places could have developed from
a wetter comm unity dom ina ted by  Phragmites .  The report indicates clearly the extent
o f the so ligenous  Schoeno-Juncetum  s ub n o d u l o s i  along the limestone marg ins o f the
fens . Other communities , notab ly  Acrocladio-Caricetum  d i a n d r a e  and  Po tentillo-Coti-
ce tum ros tra tae ,  occupy sites intermediate in wetness , and are likely to be nefit from
measures designed to favour  Cladietum  and  Schoenetum  at the expense of  Molina .
Th e impo rtance of water quality was emph asised by th e resu lts o f performance
measurem ents and water analyses (Figure 26) Cladium favours very wet conditions,
and in this respect show s an opposite behaviour to  Molin ia . Cladium  and  Schoenus
a  ADIUM  •
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FIGURE 26 Meade 's plots of the relationship between plant communities and w ater
content , w ater quality .
tend to prefer soils with higher minera l contents , while  Phragmites  and  Molinia
pe rform best on organic soils .  Molinia  and  Schoenus  are opposites in their response
to calcium :  S c h o e n u s  is strongly favoured by concen trations in the soil in excess
of 100 mg/l. The conclusion is clear when these performance data are related to
the oresent distribution of vegetation at Cors Erdd reiniog : not only have dra inage
works led to a general drying out , but the ditches have diverted calcium -rich
waters that were necessary to maintain the competitive advantage o f  Cladium  and
s c h o e n us  over the invader  Molinia .
The Wa les Field Unit's report concludes with a number of recommendations for
managemen t and predictions of their floristic consequences . The central
topogenous area should be flooded to kill  Mo l i n i a ,  and a high-water-table reg ime
maintained to discourage recolonisation . The soligenous m argins are re latively
healthy , but any further drainage , wh ich might interrupt the supp ly of calcium-
rich water , shou ld be resisted . Around the lake and in the topogenous areas ,
new communities would develop in a patt'ern that depended on the inundation regime .
When the boreho les of the observation networks on Cors Go ch and Cors Erddrein iog
are classified in terms o f the vegetation around them , it is possible to draw
conc lusions about the re lation between the p lan t community and the seasonal
variation in the water tab le . Table 10 summarises the vegetation environment of
each bo rehole . Th e behav iour of the water table is best seen in a plot of range
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TABLE 10 A SIMPLE VEGETAT ION KEY TO THE OBSERVAT ION BOREHOLE NETWORKS
(by inspection)
ODRS ERDDRE I NI OO
0  Cladi um , Filipendula , Epilobium
1  Molinia , Myrica , Succisa , Cladium
la Molinia , Phragmi tes , Epilobium , J uncus subnod., Carex elate
2  Myrica , Phragmites , Molinia, Poten tilla erecta, Lysimachia
2a  Molinia , Myrica , Serra tula , Ph ragmi tes
3  Ph ragmites , M yrica , Molinia , Rubus
3a Myrica , Molinia , Succisa
5  M yrica , Molinia , Erica tetralix
6  Juncus effusus , Myrica , Molinia
7 Molinia , M yrica , J uncus subnod .
8  Molinia , Juncus subnod .,  rich in sedges
9 Pasture
10  Molin ia , M yrica , Phragmi tes , R ubus , Po ten tillå erecta
11  Serratula , Molinia , Festuca
12  Cladium , Molinia , M yrica , Schoen us , J uncus subnod .
13  Cladium , Filipendula , Rubus , Phragmi tes
14  Juncus s ubnod., Schoen us
15  Schoenus , Erica tetralix , Carex lepidocarpa
16  Juncus subnod ., Molinia , Festuca
CORS coa t
1  Schoen us , Carex lepidocarpa , Phragmi tes , Myrica
la Juncus subnod ., Carex lep idoca rpa , Schoenus , Cladium , Phragmites
Lb  Myrica , Molinia , Ulex
2  Cladium
3  Cladi um , Rub us , Mentha ,J uncus subnod ., M yrica, Filipendula
5  Cladium , Schoenus , Phragmi tes
6  Molinia , Myrica , Juncus subnod .
7 Molinia , Myrica , J uncus subnod .
In summ ary , at Co rs Erddreiniog the wet fen species ,  Cladium  and  Phragmites ,
are always accompanied by spe cies more to lerant of drie r conditions, and
Molinia  is present at almost all sites . Mean wate r levels are everywhere at
or be low surface . At Cors Go ch there is good rep resentation of wet fen
commun ities , and invasion by  Molinia  is restricted . Wate r levels are generally
higher than at Cors Erddreiniog .
ve rsus mean elevation relative to ground surface . Figure 27 shows an annual p lot,
i .e . the range and the me an are taken over a ye ar. Figure 27 also show s p lots for
w in ter (October to Ma rch . Figu re 28 is a simi lar plot for the more distinct
variations in summe r (Ap ril to September) . In the annual plot it is easy
to see the  d i f f e r e n c e s b e t we e n  the two fen s . Co rs Goch (2), the on ly borehole
in  Cladie tum ,  has a high water leve l that varies little over the year . Boreholes
Cors Go ch (1), (la ), (lb ) (2) and (3) in the eastern end of the ba sin , have a
small range in water level, compared With the other bo reho les in the western basin .
The tendency in Co rs Erddreiniog is for medium to large ranges and water tables
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FIGURE 28 Mean water levels and range for the summ er h alf-year
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below the surface , with the wettest  c o n d i t i o n s  near Rallt Bridge and the lake . In
winter the majority of boreholes at both sites have water tables near the surface
and small ranges of variation, and  i n  summer there is a trend towards falls in
mean water level and increases in range . However , those boreho les exhibiting
water levels considerably above or below the surface do not increase their ranges
in summer to a great degree : very wet sites are subject to fluctuations caused by
rainfall in winter and evaporation in summer , while sites with a deep water €able
are not controlled by surface drainage in winter .
From consideration of the plots it is possible to confirm that the soligenous
Schoeno-Juncetum communitSr  can accept large ranges in water level, provided that
the quality is right: several boreholes at Cors Erddreiniog , (3), (5) and (8) have
similar marginal positions to the Schoenus boreholes, and simil'ar water levels and
ranges , but do not receive as imuch calcium-rich water and are overrun by Mo l i n i a .
For the topogenous communites, Cladietum and Phragmitetum , only a high water table
will provide suitable conditions .
3.2 A h drolo ical icture of Cors Erddreini and contrasts with Cors Goch
In a pioneering study of groundwater levels in Wicken Fen , Godwin (1931) set out
to estab lish the nature of hydrological controls on wetland ecosystems. His
instrument network was designed along what have now becOme familiar lines : a large
number of observation pits for periodic measurements of water levels , and a very
few equipped with continuous recorders. At Wicken Fen , as in the Anglesey Fens ,
the water levels in ditches or 'lodes' were important, and transects of observation
pits were excavated to observe the attenuation of the effects of ditch levels with
distance into the fen, and the levels to be found in different vegetation
communities.
The result of Godwin's experiments was the separation of the short-term effects of
rainfall events, and the localised effects of manipulated ditch levels , from a
general trend of groundwater levels which was best observed in the central zone of
the fen and derived solely from the  a n n ua l  cycle of evaporation and transpiration .
Depression of groundwater levels in the summer was mainly due to the rise in
evaporation , and the rise detected in autumn was due to the combined effects of
the decline in evaporation and the onset of the winter rains (Figure 29).
0
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30 & locks d the dra inage co ntrol by
system ren ta l I &
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reduction at water o f failir e drainage
level by heav y o f Iran - system
transpirat ion spiration
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FIGURE 29 Th e yearly behaviour of groundwater at Wicken Fen (GodiJin, 1931)
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Godwin 's annual trend of water level is a useful point to begin a survey o f wetland
hyd rology , and data from Cors Erddreiniog and Cors Goch tend to support this simp le
scheme .
Rainfall, the primary input to the fen system , though quite even ly distributed
throughout the year , generally fails for a period each summer . Th is summer
drough t can occur any time be tween April and Sep tember , and the pro ject has been
fortunate in covering drought periods in early , mid- and late summ er . The impact
of the rainfall de ficit varies according to its timing . An early summ er drought
is scarcely felt , as transpiration and evaporation are still very low . In
midsummer and late summer , temperature and radiation inputs are high , and the
water tab le , unsuppo rted by rainfall , drops rapidly . Thus in summer , the distri-
bution o f rainfall in time is a factor tend ing to modify the fo rm of the water
level curve . Figure 30 (a ) from Wicken Fen for the years 1928 to 1930 , can be
compared with data from a bo rehole on Cors Erddreiniog for the years 1979 to 1981 ,
presented as Figure 30 (b ) . In both cases the rainfall in July and August , when
tempera tures are h ighest, exerts a strong effect on the drop in wa ter level .
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FIGURE 30 Variation o f the seasonal level of groundwater for differing rain fall
conditions , with emphasis on summer
(a) For Ricken Fen , 1928 , 1929 , 1930 (Goduin , 2831)
(b ) Co re Erddreiniog borehole (3), present study
However , deficits arising from evaporation are never elim inated by the summer
rainfall pattern . With Cors Erddreiniog in its present state , even high ra infalls
can be disposed of by the ditch system , so winter flooding is an infrequent
occurrence . During the period of study only the flood o f March 1981 resulted in
widespread surface water . In a resto red fen.basin , inundation would be mo re
freq uent, and would tend to favour the wetland communitie s at the expense of
invad ing Molinia and bushes.
O f secondary importance to the balance of water quantity in Cors Erddreiniog is
the flow of springs and surface inflow s. The constant discharge of the Nan t
Uchaf spring , and probab ly the diffuse springs along the spring line , is a steady ing
influence on water levels near the lake , wh ile the more flashy inpu t from Nant
Isaf is canalised into the main drain , and does no t have the influence on the
hydro logy of the fen that it would have had in the past before drainage . Th is
d iversion of the spring in flow s has important consequences for the quality of the
fen water supp ly , and this po int will be discussed later .
The factor that exercises most contro l on the water level in the fen is the annual
cycle of evaporation . Depending as it does on net radiation and on hum idity
deficit , which increases with temperature , the potentia l evaporation occurs
almo st entirely in the six summer months, from April to September , and peaks in
m idsummer. Transpira tion of plants is later to start as it depends on the lea f
area and on the rate of growth . Lea f area also has an in fluence on the inter-
ception of rainfall , a highly efficient process when summer showers alternate
with drier spells,given the air movem ent so typical of Ang lesey . The joint effect
o f evaporation and transpiration is to begin a steep lowering o f the water tab le
in May or June , co rresponding with the period of m aximum growth , and a reduction
in the outflow from Cors Erddreiniog which is disp layed as a fall in the level
o f the main drain . The amoun t of water taken up in cell tissue might be conside red
large in wetland plants : in fact it is not, seldom exceed ing a m illimetre on the
ground . In late summer and early autumn the wetland plants beg in to die back or
ripen , and water levels are raised by the joint effect o f the cessation o f rapid
transpiration and the increase in rainfall. This summer lowering of water levels
could no t be entire ly eliminated even if constant water level could be maimtained
in the main drain : in any case the important ob jective is the raising of the winter
water levels .
Another aspect of Godw in 's (1931) study of wicken Fen was the examina tion of
continuous records from observation p its towards the centre of the fen expanse .
In summer these records showed not a smooth decrease in water level, but a
stepped decrease , with steeper falls during the day and sometimes a slight rise
in the night . Godw in concluded that here he was observing the effects of the
daily cycle of transpira tion o f the wetland plants . The daily fall , when
corrected to allow for drainage , matched the actual evapo ration measured in a
lysimeter , with a 10% storage coefficient for the peat . That is , a 1 cm fall in
the groundwater level was caused by a 1 mm loss .by evapo ration . At Cors Erddreiniog
it was po ssible to perform a similar exercise on the reco rds from the instrument
on boreho le 4 (Figure 31 ) . Fo r this period in July 1980 , neglecting the 7th ,
when some other effect was in operation , and the 10 th , with unknown po tentia l
evapo ration , the falls in groundwater leve l were on average five times the
evaporation , imp lying a 20% storage coefficient . An open water surface , sub jected
to no other influences , would o f course have fallen by an amoun t equal to the
evaporation . This difference in behaviour between water table and standing water
level exp lains an effect noted at Cors Goch : at the easte rn end , where there are
large areas of standing water , fluctuations are small ; wbereas the western end of
the basin shows large annual fluctuations .
A feature of the hydrological system at Wicken Fen is the flow of groundwater from
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th e ditches into the fen expanse during the summer . At Cors Erddreiniog the
depressed water level in the ditches appears to be lower than the fen water tab le ,
and there shou ld be no relief of the summer lowering by influx from the ditches.
However, without som e sort of control of summ er water levels, they would be
expected to fall much farther . At Wicken , for instance , with evapo ration rates
in excess of 3 mm per day , the annual range of water level was about 300 mm , in
spite o f a low storage coefficient of 10% . At Cors Erddreiniog the evapo ration
exceeded rain fall by 192 mm over the four months from Ap ril to July 1980 , and
w ithout supp lementation from some source the water level would have been expected
to fall by 0 .96 metres. The actual fall was about 0 .45 metres in borehole 3 and
less in more favoured sites such as bo reho le 1. Clearly water levels are being
sustained here as at Wicken Fen , however the mechanisms need not be the same .
Firstly it may be unw ise to consider po tential evaporation as actual , particu larly
in the early part of the year when the ground is covered by a mat of dead litter
and there is little or no transpiration ; later in the year , when the wetland
plants have built up a canopy and are transpiring freely the actua l evapo ration
is more likely to equal potential , with evaporation from intercepted rainfall
taking over when the vegetation is wet . Secondly water levels may be controlled
by the base level in the main drain , which is itself sub ject t o contro l by the
grow th of aqua tic and emergent vegetation in it over the summer . In this case
the main drain acts not as a source of water , bu t as a 'h inge ' about which the
inclined water tab le turns as the quan tity o f groundwater seepage reduces over
the summer . The supplementation to the groundwater body that enab les it to supply
evaporative demand without excessive lowering of level comes actually from the
groundwater flow entering the fen as diffuse springs along the bedrock contac ts.
This spring flow should behave in a similar way to the Nant Uchaf spring , and have
a more or less constant discharge over the year . Springs could be expected from
the sandstone facies of the Carbo niferous limestone series in addition to the more
obvious limestone beds .
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A conclusion that emerges from a consideration of the wetland p lan t communities
and their growing conditions is that there is no appreciab le soil moisture control
over transpiration ; stomatal contro l may well be used to guard against storage
problem s within the plant (see Rychnovska , 1978) and the result is transpiration
at or just below the potential rate when growing in soil. An increase in summer
water levels to the stage of stand ing water would cause an increase in evaporative
losses . The outflow from the fen , a valuab le input to the Cefni reservoir , must
be mainta ined and therefore this course of action is not recommended . Summer
flooding can also harm fauna (Du ffey , 1971). Since the flora of Cors Erddrein iog
shows few apparent harm ful e ffects of some slight limitation on transp iration ,
whereas it does show signs of losing out to competition , w inter and sp ring flooding
is the major op tion . In the case of  Cladium ,  performance is ce rtain ly better in
the wetter parts of Co rs Go ch , with summer flooding , and flowe ring is more common
here . Howeve r such conditions would be difficult to achieve ove r w ide areas o f
Co rs Erddreiniog . Godwin and Bharucha (1932) concluded that the fen succession was
unaffected by summe r drough t. The po rtion of rainfall and incom ing runoff that is
evaporated or used in transpiration is a third to a half. The rem ainder leaves the
fen in the main drain . The storage of this excess on the fen expanse , maintaining
high wate r levels in winter and early spring , is needed to tip the compe titive
balance in favour of valuable wetland species . At present the surface drains at
Cors Erddreiniog are effective in removing the excess : even the ve ry shallow field
drains are cap able of eliminating standing water from the level or gently sloping
fen expanse . The result of active fen management wou ld  be  to increase the &mount of
water going into sto rage on the surface and in upper soil horizons during the winter ,
and particu larly during storm events . On ce the fen surface was flooded to cap acity ,
runoff re sponse to rainfall would be more rapid than at p resent , so the hydrological
effect of the fen would be to absorb summer and autumn rainfall more effectively than
at present, b ut to transmit winter floods w ith out loss, but with some delay .
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For the bo tan ical communities on the fen , w ater quality is as imp ortant as quantity .
The differing requiremen ts of the main plan t species have been described above :
it is clear that a management plans must take account o f the variation of water
quality across the fen in its presen t form and its future , managed , state . The
limestone ridge to the east of Cors Erddreiniog is a rich source of calcium , and
springs at its foot have given rise to an interesting community based on Schoenus .
Th is so ligenous fen community is not appreciably stressed , alth ough its quality
and exten t could be improved by careful con trol of the spring outflow and some
spreading o f the spring water . Elsewhere on the fen , the calcium -loving Cladium
community is in retreat, and it is po ssible that this decline is due in part to
the acidification o f its water supp ly . As groundwater levels fall, the supply of
ca lcium is dim inished , and rainwater becomes the principal water source . Th is
condition is acceptab le to Phragmites and to Molinia but not to Cladium , and the
balance is tipped against the latter . To maintain a healthy Cl a d i e t um , it wo uld
be necessary not only to raise water levels by impoundment, but to provide a supp ly
of ca lcium-rich water . Th is water is availab le in quantity only in the Nant Isaf
spring fie ld and down the length of the main drain .
Cors Go ch has been regarded throughout the study as a 'control' site , a hea lthy
fen which embodies the ideal state to which the restoration of Cors Erddreiniog
should aspire . This is true in part : Cors Goch is certa inly wetter than Cors
Erddreiniog , and the Cladietum in particu lar could be used as a standard for
compariso n . However , Cors Goch is not without its prob lems.
At the eastern end of Cors Goch , conditions are very wet , with standing water
throughout the year and hea lthy Cladium and Phr a gmi t e s communities. Molinia is
restricted to the margins and to a few 'islands ' where acidic conditions have
become established . Variation in water leve l is about 0 .1 metres over the year ,
the reason for this small fluc tuation be ing the large proportion of standing
water . The same evaporative demand wou ld result in five or more times this
fluctua tion if the water level were within the peat .
A t the western side of the central bedrock 'ridge , conditions are very different .
Some wet communities exist, but the amount of fluctuation is much greater , and there
is no stand ing water in summ er . The reason for the lower water level is the
centra l ditch link ing Llyn Cadarn with the outflow into Afon Marchogion . There are
marked similaritie s be tween this area of Cors Go ch and Cors Erddreiniog , although
the Mo/inia-dom inated communities do not have such a ho ld at Cors Goch . In bo th
cases lake level fluctuations follow the genera l course of groundwater level
changes , and the lake is clearly contro lled by the groundwater level and the amount
of outflow , both fundamen tally determined by the seasonal cycle of evaporation .
The lake area is too small for it to have a contro lling influence on groundwater
levels , by acting as a source of wa ter in summer , and it may be that the only
transfer of water is from the groundwater into the lake (Figure 32). The lower
level o f Llyn yr wyth Eidion in the winter o f 1980-81 w as caused by excavation ,
by a ne ighbouring farmer, of part of the di tch leading from the lake .
The only course of action which cou ld improve the status of the western part of
Co rs Go ch is the artificial control of the level at the outflow . Th is would free
the lake from its dependence on the quantity of outflow , and , if levels could
be raised sufficiently , would make the lake act as a storage reservoir to supple-
ment the water supp ly to the fen in the summer , thus reducing the fluctuation
in groundwater levels. Setting aside the issue o f ownership and access to the
entire ba sin (it has been said many times that a secure future for Cors Go ch
depends upon ownersh ip of the entire basin ) it is vital for hydro log ical reasons
that the outlet , which controls the base water level, must be under the ma nagement
o f the conservation interests , and not of a peat extractor :
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3.3 Points at which ex tra lations can be made to other wetland areas 
There are a number of reasons for the possibility of extrapo lation from Cors
Erddreiniog to other British wetland s, i .e . the use of results obtained here with
mod ifications based on local knowledge . Firstly , there can be few British
freshwater wetlands in an unmodified state : the fever for land reclamation left
few areas untouched by speculative drainage works. The actual gain in agricul-
tural productivity , in those cases where wetlands still survive, must have been
minimal, but the effect on the wetland communities in many cases has been marked .
The road to recovery , where resources are availab le, must follow a similar course
to that proposed for Cors Erddreiniog . However , the details of restoration and
management plans will depend on local circumstances, in particular where water
quality is a prob lem .
Second ly , British wetlands are constrained in their developm en t by a similar
climatic background . Wh ile rainfall varies from west to east, and the relationship
between rainfall and evaporation may differ grea tly, the seasona l fluctuation of
temperatures and the ro le o f ice and snow are a constant factor . Further , while
plant commun ities exhibit changes from north to south , there is a tendency for
certain ecological niches to be common to all sites, although they may be occup ied
by different species . For example , the water regime which favours  Cladium  at Cors
Erddreiniog promo tes  Carex rostrata  at Sunbigg in Tarn . One species which seems to
be ub iquitous is the reed ,  Phragmi tes communis ,  with a wide range of tolerance
of pH , nutrient status and climate .
A wetland is an area which has a high enough water tab le , or is flooded frequently
enough , so that the roots of emergent vegetation are forced to exist for a
significant proportion of the time in an anaerobic env ironmen t (Go sse link and
Tu rner 1978) . Invariab ly this cond ition results in the selection of a wetland
flora that is adap ted to live and compete successfully in this env ironmen t. Any
modification of the wetland environment which reduces the effects o f excess water
w ill reduce the competitive advantage of the specialised p lan ts and initiate a
succession to more xerophy tic communities . In many wetland types, some such
succession is inherent even without outside in terference , but in genera l it is
not considered desirab le in nature reserves to allow th is succession to proceed
unchecked . The aim is to maintain subareas representative of as many stages of the
succession as po ssible , and to prevent the loss of early stages . In this way the
scientific and education values of the reserve are maximised . From the po int of
view o f the conserva tionist:
the problems o f wetland mana emen t derive from human interference , either
deliberate or un intentional, w ith the Y undamental water re ime that
distin ishes a wetland from o ther environmental t es , or from natural
succession allowed to roceed unchecked . On l sensitivel -directed , active
mane ement can halt or reverse the decline or develo ent of an affected
wetland .
Th e natural resilience of wetland flora can result in the gross decline of a
wetland community 's being delayed for a considerable time . Th e details of the
comm unity structure may be sensitive to a change in the water regime , for example
bryophyte popu lations can disappear from  a Phragmites  commun ity , but the larger
species have a 'biological inertia ' which enables them to survive for a long
per iod under conditions that are less than op timal (Gorham 19 57).  Phragmd tes is
a par ticularly good example : an apparently hea lthy stand can conceal the fact of
a fen 's slow but inevitab le decline . Natural succession to drier communities is
accelerated by mod ification o f the hydro logy , and in some ca ses on ly a fall in
water level of some centimetres is required to initiate bush grow th and succession
to carr (Godwin and Bharucha 1932).
The natura l state of a wetland is diffuse draina e with fre uent sur face
inundation : a wetland divided b a draina e ditch or with its natural
in uts cana lised is certa inl in dec line and cannot be rescued without
restorin its natural water re ime .
Wetland sites are typified by one or both of excessive water input or impeded
drainage . Raised bogs and blanket bogs owe their continuation to relatively high
rainfall, although it is po ssible for bog conditions to develop on fen expanses
where a degree of elevation above base-rich groundwater can be secured . All
wetlands are sensitive to imp rovements in the drainage system , which result in a
lowering of the local base level which controls the wetland water level. This
loca l ba se level may be that of the lagg fen around a raised bog , of the bed of a
channel in a blanked bog , or the drainage outlet of a fen . A fen relies on water
from outside for its supply , and is vu lnerab le to changes in this supply .
In any wetland area , contro l of the water re ime hin es on the contro l o f
the int or ints wh ich establish the local base- line level, and in the
case of fens the control of the ints of in flow , both in uantit and in
qUality .
With cau tion it is po ssible to use the dominant species as an indicator of the
condition of a wetland , or of particular areas within it . This procedure has its
hazards , as for example in the case of recent drainage works, and it is difficult
to compare different sites where the b iotype may vary , but the trained bo tanist
may be ab le to draw useful conclusions when botanical survey techniques are
comb ined w ith other methods. The key to the use of this approach is the assembly
of a body of data and experience on the performance and environmental requirements
of the main species.
The prob lem of providing env ironmental requirements for the range of communi -
ties present in a wetland site ma be sim lified to that o f ensuring the
continuance of optimum conditions for those communities whose needs are
extreme (usually at the wetter end of the spectrum ) and of maintaining a smoo th
continuum of conditions between the extremes. It is unlikely that management
can provide , as a matter o f deliberate po licy , the ideal cond itions for the
minor floristic elements at a articu lar po int on the S ite , but the
establishmen t of a ran e of conditions across the site offers a be tter
chance of surviva l than would ne lect .
SPEC IFIC RECOMM ENDATIONS
4.1 S ecific so lutions at Cors Erddre inio
Cors Erddreiniog has been directly damaged by the effects of past agricultura l
activity and is peripherally threatened still by zealous pasture improvemen t.
No unaffected areas of the original rich-fen communities survive . Is it then
worthwhile to devote NCC re sources to the saving of this site , when a richer site
exists nearby at Cors Goch?
The importance of Cors Erddrein iog derives from its potential rather than from its
present state . Wh ile about half of Cors Goch , including the vital outlet into
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Afon Marchogion , remains in unsympathetic ownership the site canno t be regarded
as secure ; the Marchogion would be much cheaper to deepen and grade than the
Cefni, since it dra ins steep ly to the sea . Additionally there are no sources of
water at Cors Goch that could practicably be used to buffer the reserve against
the effects of drainage along the northern fence . At Cors Erddreiniog spring
supplies do exist , and the water level in the main outlet ditch is un likely to be
lowered further in other than tempo rarily-effec tive cleaning exercises . It is
therefore possible to suggest short-term ma nagement schemes for Cors Erddre iniog
that could maintain communities and perhaps start to reverse the degradation o f
the past .
The problems to be solved at Cors Erddreiniog and Cors Goch are the consequence o f
a variety o f drainage wo rks attempted by landowners over more than a cen tury . The
clear aim of the works was to reduce flooding by surface water , perhaps as the
precursor to more intensive drainage and reclamation . To ensure the continued
success o f arterial drainage away from the sites of agricultural effort the lower
parts of the se ditch system s became part of the "main river" designa tion under
successive Land Drainage Acts (for an insight read Wisdom , 1979). In addition to
the network of deeper ditches for arterial drainage at Cors Erddreiniog , a few
shallow field drains were dug , which have been effective in reducing flooding bu t
have no t low ered the water table significantly below the surface . Only the cen tral
'40-acre ' field at Cors Erddreiniog has had the next phase of reclamation , intensive
grazing , and there are plans for tile drainage there . Other land holdings around
the NNR have failed to take up the more modern methods of underdrainage ; Anglesey
agriculture is traditionally less intensive than that in East Anglia or the Somerset
levels .
One aspect of the main drainage networks at Cors Goch and Cors Erddreiniog is
therefore that , while frustrating the aim of conservation , they are not serv ing
any very useful agricultural purpose . At Cors Goch the lowering of the levels at
the western end is of benefit to the pea t extractor ; at Cors Erddreiniog , flooding
by waters from the Nant Isaf springs is prevented , but further drainage and improve-
ment has no t been pursued . Only one farmer is keen to press his righ ts to unde r-
drain because there is arterial drainage and then to improve the latter becaus e of
the former - a legitim ate farming attitude under the p resent system .
A t Cors Erddreiniog the main ditch as far upstream as the outlet from the 'spring
field ' at Nant Isaf is designated 'main river ' and subject in principle to
maintenance by the wa ter authority under its permissive powers . Potentially this
ditch could be cleared , and its level lowered , in response to th e needs of
agriculture . In fact , because the ditch is tributary to the Cefni Reservoir ,
who lesale re-grad ing is unlikely because of water quality deterioration whilst it
was carried out . Nevertheless, in the short term any management measures should
take account of the present level of the ditch and the unhappy prospect of further
'improvement'.
With or w ithout contro l of the level in the main drain , the ob 'ective of mana e-
ment ro sals must be to rocure flooded conditions on a lar e art of the fen
ex anse , at least during win ter and s rin . Th is wo uld promote the grow th of
Cladium  where ca lcium was plentiful and  Phragmd tes  in less base-rich areas . Parts
of the fen which could not be flooded should be allowed to develop in a contro lled
fash ion into carr and fen woodland .
Any short-term proposa ls must be confined to the area currently comprising the
NNR , and here the immediate rdblem is the dissected form o f this reserve , a fact
long recognized by the NCC . The fen reserve consists of two completely separate
po rtions , divided by the sandstone ridge west o f the lake . The eastern po rtion has
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access in princip le to abundant sp ring w ater wh ich could be used to revita lise the
topogenous communities around the lake . The western portion is also topog enous , but
there is no available supp ly of water in the quantity required , without pumping up
from the main drain .
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In the long term the restoration of Co rs Erddreiniog depends on NCC control of the
whole of the main basin , and hence of the all-im rtant level in the outlet ditdh
and of the spring inflows . With this area of control it would be possible to
maintain a complete range of communities from aquatic to carr . Th e resulting
reserve area would be both large and compact , would be viable in the long term and
would be valuable to wildlife from the surrounding region , p roviding a refuge ,
nesting and feeding grounds . Acquisition of such an area is currently being attempted
by NCC .
It is less than easy to ob tain flooded cond itions given the present condition of
Co rs Erddreiniog . Water sources have been diverted , and an easy route exists for
drainage water from th e fen . However , even with the present pattern o f land
ownership , the managemen t strategy should be put in hand , and this effort wou ld
no t be wasted should the objective of NCC control of the who le fen be ach ieved .
Before considering the most beneficial system of water managemen t in geograph ical
detail it is appropriate to re-state the hydrological data for Cors Erddre iniog ,
who se co llection has been a major aim of this Project . It is o ften considered
conven ient to express the hydro logical cycle for an area in term s of a bank
balance , w ith depo sits of precipitation being drawn out to "spend" on river flow
and evapo transpiration . Much of Britain 's irrigation scheduling is based on the
simple quantitative picture of a temporary overdra ft being covered by timely
deposits . The Met. Office 's calcu lation of So il Moisture Deficit (S .M .D .) is used
by growers to decide when and how much to spray . Wh ilst eventua lly deciding against
irriga tion ph ilosophy for wetlands , Figure 33 sets out to compare the resources
availab le for making Cors Erddreiniog wetter , with the demand the dry months impose .
Figure 33 develops , in three stages , the most econom ical way of managing the
moisture account at Cors Erddreiniog . In the first column (1) the overdraft is
shown to be small in that, on average (Smith 1976), evapotranspiration exceeds
rainfall only in May , June and July , at the start of the main season o f vegeta tion
growth (the curve is based on Mason and Bryant 's 1979 figures for  Phragm ites  growth.
The "account" is a lot healthier than a sim ilar one for eastern Britain would be
(e .g . only 546 mm of rain per year at Woodwalton Fen ) . This portion of the diagram
indicates that a wetland is climatically viab le under average cond itions and that
the problem of management is that of reducing the temporal (and spatial) inequali-
ties in water distribution - this is at the core of British water supply technology .
However , Figure 33 (1) •is unreal in two respects , not dealing with the variability
of summer rainfall (which often fails for extended periods) and no t incorpo rating
the drainage of water from the soil. Therefore , in column (2) the so il water
deficit has been plotted in terms of an actual S .M .D . record (show ing climatic
variab ility ) and an actual Erddreiniog boreho le record , converted to water dep ths
via a storage coefficient of 20% . The bo rehole record is the better gu ide since
it records the actual, no t the po tential deficit in a sample year . Column (2)
also illustrates the much longer season o f deficit occasioned by the late summer/
autumn plant grow th maximum . Wh ilst the transpirational component of this growth
season is covered by the actual deficits in the soil we have also illustrated
a halving of the "available water" co lumns to represent intercep tion losses .
(The "availab le water" columns result from a sub traction of evapotranspiration from
rainfall - simple moisture accounting ; they are crucial to the next line of
argumen t. F low in the diffuse springs is essentially constant and com es from
outside the main area).
Column (2) is unrealistic in water management term s in that it shows all the
available water (runoff) being saved to irrigate during the pe riod of de fic it :
There is little evidence that this "growing carrots" rationale will promote the
recovery of  Cl a d i um ,  however , and co lumn (3) shows two major changes . Only the
earliest part of the soil deficit period , when fen plants are in competition with
other species , is now irrigated and there is a major use of water in winter too -
to flood the fen to an overall depth Of 40 mm . A lso shown is the source of the
water from the "availab le water" store , with pre ference given to spring-fed runoff
on water quality grounds . The graphical method show s that sufficient water is
available to meet this aim but that storage might need to be prov ided to mee t the
needs of a dry spring or, alternative ly , pumps could be used to re-use water from
the ditches under such conditions . It shou ld be rememb ered that some water must still
flow down the river - especially in a reservoir catchment - and that much of what
would be "supplied" at Erddreiniog would on ly , in fact , be in temporary storage , not
used as such .
Since Figure 33 , column (3), concludes that sp atia l redis tribution of water is a better
method of management than temporal redistribution , we need a spatial illustration .
According ly , the general recommendation on hydro log ical grounds is converted into
specific terms using the map o f Cors Erddrein iog shown in Figure 34 .
In bo th parts of the Cors Erdd reiniog NNR , water levels are constrained by the
presence of the ditch and the need to maintain a low ditch water level to satisfy
the drainage requirements of the neighbouring farm land .
The eastern area around the lake . Attention should be restricted to the northern
part of the area : the two most southerly fie lds have little immediate conservation
interest except as a buffer zone and less prospect of recovery because of the need
to maintain the "South Ditch" along its upper reaches where it is the collector of
field drainage . The most radical management suggested for these fields has been
excavation of peat to create an open water body . The two fields immediate ly south
of Llyn yr Wyth Eidion are more hopeful:  Cl a d i um  i s  present and the South Ditch
is only a carrier at this po int . Two lines of work are proposed :
(a) the blocking (by board sluices) of the South Ditch where it flows into
th e lake , at the corner of the wood land and at as many po ints up stream
as are necessary . The ditches carrying water to the lake from the two
springs should also be blocked . Closing ditches will not raise the
water level above the ground sur face ; to achieve this aim over as wide
an area as possible we advise
Management of the area around the lake is made more difficu lt by agricultural
ownership of the salient reaching towards the lake at its northern edge . If this
triangle of land were owned by NCC , the lake level could be raised by between 0 .5
and 1 metre using an adjustable sluice , to give a more na tural base level and a
larger area of littoral zone . As the boundaries stand , the ditch immediately
downstream of the lake restricts any move to raise groundwater levels in the area
west of the lake . A ll that can be done at present within the NNR west of the lake
is to block the northward-flowing ditch that bisects this area . Th is has already
been done with a board sill (see below ). North o f the lake is a so ligenous area
which has recovered well from the effects of grazing . As this area abuts on
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(b) the excavation of two contour ditches from the west of the lake round
to the east, to confine the water made Availab le by (a). The spo il
from these ditches would be made into a low bank , 0 .5 metre high by 2 or
3 metres w ide , after compaction , along the downhill side of each ditch .
There would probably be no need to prov ide structures to handle overspill.
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improved pasture , it would probably be necessary to control water levels along the
periphery of this arca by sluicing the ditch leading southwestwards into Llyn yr
Wy th Eidion from some small spr ings along the eastern margin of the reserve . One
such board sluice has already been built.
The a rea we st o f the sand stone ridge . On th e w est w id e o f th e sand sto ne r id g e th e
peat sur fac e slo pe s gen tly down towards the main outle t ditch . There is litt le
supp ly o f water to the upper edge , and the groundwater here must owe its origin
la rge ly to rainfall on to Lhe fen surface . This is corroborated by the low
concentrations of calcium found in the soil in this area . Water rich in calcium
do es exis t in the di tche s flow ing w e stw ard , and th is wa ter cou ld be sp read ou t on
to the fen sur face _ How eve r it lo ok s as if this area w ill rem ain poo rer in ca lcium
than tha t ca st o f the ridge, and Phragm ,itas may b e more successfu l than cladium
here . Again there are two stages to the work of restitution :
(a ) b lo ck ing o f a l l d itch es ca rry ing w a ter w estward s ac ro ss the site _ It
m ay be nece ssary to k eep th e we stern end o f the sou th ern p eriphera l
ditch open for the bene fi t of the neighbouring form land , but th e
inflow of water into this ditch should be diverted northwards on to the
fen .
b) as in the area east of the ridge , three contour ditches and associated
spoil banks should be su fficient to confine sur face water and p rovide
waterlogged conditions to favour Phragm .ites and ciadium a t the expense
of molinia.
it may  be  poss ible to insta ll a pump to remove water from the main ditch to supply
this area , but in any casR the expense of purcha se and operation is no t justi fied
until the c ar thworks req uired to res tric t sur face flow arc in p lace . Th e a im s o f
managemen t here will always need to be set lower than east of the ridge because
ot the general absence of spring supplies ; they wil l largely be to create loca l
stretches of each individua l p lan t succession : "habitat grabbing" in the face of
S o m e very degraded we tland under present cond itions . A t Woodwa lto n Fen (Duffey ,.
1971), strips of excava ted ground 4 metres wide and .25 metres deep have been
found effective in crea ting a w ide spread of diverse wetland conditions . Experi-
men ts have also been conducted by NCC at cieddon sog, to investigate on a small
s cale the effects of various clearance and excava tion options (Plates 1.5a/b ) .
The abov e descrip tion is illm strated on F igure 34 011. However , t w o ma jor
opportun ities presented  b y  the geography o f Cors Erddreiniog have no t been grasped .
One is that the low gradien t across the entire site would make wate r managemen t
across the basin as a who le an option if ownership boundaries could be made to fit
hydro logical boundarieS , Ear more intensive topographic survey would be necessary
before such a job was underta ken and there would be the difficult choice of
deciding to bu ild and operate one major sluice on the "main river" section of the
ditch or several smaller ones for greater flexibility (see Figure 31 (bil. The
more likely land tenure ch anges m igh t bring in to p lay the im po rta nt sp r ing so u rce s
o f Nan t Isa f and the N an t U cha f Sp ring . Desp ite the ir obv io us u ti li ty a s d isp lay ed
in the graphical analy sis abo ve and on qua lity ground s they have , so far , no t been
u sed in the w a te r m anagem en t p lan developed in this section . Th e m a jo r reaso n is
th a t th ey curren tly lie o uts ide the ow nersh ip o f NCC . In som e se n ses , th e re fo re ,
Co rs E rddreuin iog 's trum p ca rd i s i n a dead h an d . F igu re 34 (c) sh ow s w ha t co uld b e
arrange d i f they w e re to b e pu rch ased o r gove rned b y ag reem en ts . F o rtunately N an t
Is a f w ate r can b e supp lied unde r g ravity ; th at from the N an t Uchaf sp ring w ou ld nee d
p u rch ase an d renov ation o f th e ram p um p at th e site , or use o f a po r tab le p ump on the
ditch nearby .
P ass ing re fe ren ce h as been m ade above to the h a rdw are o f w ate r leve l m an ip u la tion :
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sluices (which allow a variable control of the level of spill) and sills (which
spill at a constant level but can sometimes be removed en tirely ). Both are
effective on low gradient channels which also tend to have the "sluggish" stream-
flow respo nse in floods which gives time for their opera tion before opportunities
to divert water are missed or damage done .
The recent pub lication o f revised practical guidance on the field construction of
dam s , weirs and sluices (British Trust for Conservation Volunteers , 1981) provides
a basis for management initiatives at Co rs Erddreiniog . Obviously the warden
should be provided with the necessary materials and tools; access should be
improved for their delivery or a special vehicle provided . Site storage for
materia ls and too ls is also advisable . At a slightly more expensive and sophisti-
ca ted level, there are a number of engineering firms producing smaller water contro l
structur es and a small library of their brochures has been assembled by IH .
A major imp lication of installing such equipm ent is that it places NCC in a
responsible po sition vis-a-vis neighbouring land owners and the water au tho rity .
In all but the least sensitive sites (e .g . where installations have already been
made ) there must be regular monitoring and , if necessary , ad justment of water
levels . Such practices are often fixed by bye-law in areas like the Somerset
Levels . Any installa tions on "main river" would , in any case , need the agreemen t
o f the Water Authority . A corollary of bo th the installation and running of all
but the smallest structures would therefore be easier access (pre ferab ly by vehicle
in all weathers) and a new scheme of du ties for the warden . It is no accident
that at nature reserves like Minsmere which have made a success of simple water
managemen t techniques there is a generous On Site staffing . Nevertheless , recent
developments in electronic control systems could help make the regulation automatic .
The reaction of neighbouring farmers to the proposals will depend on their farming
system and its tolerance to winter flooding (assum ing that on the reserve gets
out of hand , or the basin-wide scheme is adop ted only by agreement) . Since
summer flooding (i.e . during the growing and flowering season) is of most danger
to any crop there is likely to be little justifiab le antipathy to a well-designed
scheme . The plan is sim ilar to that in the traditional water meadow systems of
the South o f Eng land . Mr Tony Lester-Card o f MAFT /ADAS , Salisbury , has kindly
supp lied details of a semi-automatic "border irrigation" method of flooding a
Wiltshire pasture in a recen t attempt to re-introduce the water meadow system to
improve grassland yields without the labour intensity o f the trad itional method .
His resu lts show tha t a sward of ryegrass/Timo thy and Wh ite clover can benefit
from both higher tempe ratures and be tter nutrition under the system ; it does ,
however , require a form of gra zing management which farmers m ight need to "re-learn" .
In the spe cific case o f the farmer at Bodgynda there seem s litt le likelihood
that his grazing system can now be changed , having stocked up to cover all the
land improved at Cors Erddrein iog .
This repo rt canno t judge the reaction o f the Welsh Water Authority to the more
amb itious o f the abo ve propO sa ls , except that their obvious statutory responsibility
is to the riparian land owners . However , the drainage from Co rs Erddreiniog also
enters the impo rtant Cefni Reservoir . WWA would be keen not to reduce runo ff
for this reason ; a summ er irrigation strategy might well upset the yield o f the
reservoir but a winter flood ing strategy could aid water managem ent by smoothing
the runoff pattern . As already men tioned above , land drainage ope rations can
cause quality problems in drinking water supplied from Cefni reservoir ; in fact any
in tensification of dra inage or agriculture in a reservoir catchment causes problems .
Welsh Water may , there fore , look favourably at the conservation interest .
If NCC gain control of the main drain and build sluices on it they may need to manage
the grow th of vegetation in the ditch under the new flow conditions . Simp le clearance
using a dyke or muck rake w ill be needed for efficient sluice operation but there are
opportunities for creative management of the open-w ater h abitat too .
4 .2 A eneral statement on wetland ac uisition , access and mani ulation
The ideal in wetland conservation is to obtain control over all the hydrological
influences on the S i t e :
'it is necessary to have management control over the entire catchment
before its survival as a reserve can be guaranteed . A small raised bog
must be preserved in its entirety , comp lete with its unmodified peripheral
lagg stream . A små ll swamp must be reserved together with its water supply ,
otherwise very expensive works will be necessary at some stage to keep the
swamp alive ." (Thompson 1979).
Even in New Zea land , where Thompson was writing , this ideal can rarely if ever
be attained : in intensively used lands such as Britain it is difficult enough
to designa te the cen tral area o f a wetland for conservation . In practice an
uneasy comprom ise at best must be reached with the owners o f surround ing land ,
whose interests o ften conflict with nature conservation .
There are circum stances in which such a comprom ise can be extremely difficult to
reach : these usually result from the separation of the wetland core from its water
source , or from the extended and dissected form of the reserve , wh ich maximises
the length of the disputed boundary and minimises the distance between sensitive
wetland communities and agricultural activity .
The pattern of land tenure on wetland nature reserves should always be related
to the ideal of a hydrologically valid unit . The hydro logically valid unit will
genera lly be compact in shape , to reduce edge effects , and will incorpo rate access
to and control over its water supp ly and the outlet point that controls its base
level .
As the Anglesey Fens study progressed it became clear that, despite the presence
of a high water tab le and a large capac ity for storage of water , m ire hydro logy
is dom inated by flows o f water (Go sselink and Turner 1978) . The dominance of mire
species depends initially on chemically reduced conditions in the soil, resulting
from the slow drainage o f soil water and permanent or near-permanent saturation .
Fens can show a gradation in spe cies compo sition which derives from the balance
between groundwater inflow and rainfall . In the case of soligenous mire , the
dependence on a sufficient flow of water is obvious , while even ombrogenous m ires
require a sufficient flow o f water to prevent either desiccation or the ingre ss of
base-rich waters .
This consideration of the importance of flow leads to the formu lation o f three
demAnds which must be met in active conservation of a wetland site :
(i) impeded drainage - the maintenance of high water level at the outflow
(ii) a sufficient water supply to maintain the hydraulic gradient
(iii) the righ t water quality at every point of the mire.
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The management of a wetland to meet these three demands must depend upon an accurate
hydrological appraisal of the site . Few sites are immune to natural hydro logical
change , to encroachment by the effects of peripheral activity or the long-term
consequences o f earlier attempts at 'reclamation ', and it would be unreasonab le to
expect to devote detailed research attention to each site in turn . Th e fo llowing
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guidelines may be helpful in the planning of active management :
(i) climatological information available for a nearby station can be used
to identify the factors leading to the development of the wetland .
This type of data has usually been collected for a long time and will
enable the investigator to discount, or to take full acount of, extreme
conditions which may be encountered in a short-term study .
(ii) if reasonable maps of the site already exist , the only topographic
survey required will be accurate levelling of all watercourses and
areas of open water , and the plotting  of  locations of springs and other
input points. Published maps prepared from aerial survey are usually
accurate in their placing of ditches and water courses , but not in the
direction of flow or the relative importance of springs. It is worth-
while to site staff gauges on major ditches and important areas of
open water and to level the zeros of these gauges.
(iii) stratigraphic information can be useful in assessing the survival
potential of mires, but it is not essential to go into detail.
(iv) much information can be obtained on a brief field outing by the use of
simple measuring instruments . For example the presence of groundwater
inflow is easy to detect in spring and early summer by the difference
in temperature between it and the air or shallow standing water . At
other seasons the daytime air temperature may be close to the ground-
water temperature , and the difference is obscured . Electrical con-
ductivity is another valuable indicator of groundwater inflow . An
attempt should be made to visit the site in both dry and wet conditions,
as the results of a single visit may be misleading .
(v) when a site is being managed , actively or otherwise , it is as important
to monitor the hydrological behaviour of the site as it is to keep
records of the species present . Measurements of soil/ground water level
at key points are in general sufficient.
In Britain the demands of agriculture for the reclamation of marginal lands are on
the increase, and it is no longer possible to set aside the 'buffer zones ' which
are desirable to separate intensive agricultural activity from wildlife conserva-
tion . As a result of the continuing erosion of these buffer zones, and especially
their improvement by drainage, active management of wetland reserves is essential
if these are to survive in useful form, and if conservation is to appear as a type
of land-use rather than land wastage .
Management of water levels by sluices , pumped irrigation on sloping areas, or by
vegetation control will require a new kind of attitude to wardening wetland
reserves; supplies of materials and access will need to be improved , and where
sophisticated controls are too expensive it will be for the warden to operate
controls manually. Active management of this type is thought to have the added
advantage of being more akin to farm management, making NCC 's landholding a more
active involvement in the countryside . Basic hydrological measurements are essential
to this management, as is ground and botanical survey . Woodwalton Fen is often
held up as the example of this type of management: there are many less costly
schemes, for example those operated by the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds .
The attitude of conservation bodies towards schemes for drainage of adjacent land
requires careful thought: on peat land , with a reserve that is hydrologically
robust there is little need to resist small-scale land drainage solely on the
grounds of conservation interest. Ditching will seldom lower water levels in
fen pea ts over long distances , although it is very damaging if the conservation
interest is in surface water . The use of relatively simple contro l structures
will qu ickly reverse the drainage influence with in a hydrologically coherent
land ho lding (Plate 16).
Because of the study 's findings on the likely efficiency of agricu ltural drainage
o f peats there are , however, grounds for a more active opposition to many drainage
schemes on co st/benefit grounds. As well as be ing backward in hydrology , the
land drainers lack a basic body of research to illustrate the crop or livestock
tolerance to various levels of soil water .
Opportunities should always be considered for the use of drainage water from
neighbouring property where its quality and timing suit the regime of the
wetland . Such co llaboration has va lue in pub lic relations and helps to conv ince
agricu lture tha t conservation is an active , not inactive , use o f the land .
Co llaboration is easiest where the conservation interest can be served by gravity
flows or deliberate spilling of flood waters on to washlands; it is more
difficu lt wh ere rival interests share very flat land .
4 .3 Research r uiremen ts
No research project comes to its conclusion without a list of topics which would
repay fur ther investigation : this list includes the side issues that were
exc luded through lack of time or resources and the mainstream prob lem s that
remain un solved . Wh at is lacking in the results from this study is an adequate
basis for ex trapolation to other sites (of anything but princip les of wetland
conservation). In other words , our so lution is for one Anglesey Fen only , and
it is no t clear how a plan for water management at other sites could be
developed without a replicate Ang lesey Wetlands Study . Obviously it is no t
possib le to devote the same time and effort to every wetland in turn , but there
is a need for observations at a network of sites , representing different wetland
types , which could show up the similarities and contasts between those typ es ,
and provide a better foundation for management decisions . We have proposed the
type of "self help" hydrologica l investigation which wo uld be the basis for
simple management in Section 4 .2 (above). It would be help ful to add to the
stock of simple techniques; one has to adm ire the prescience of .Godwin (1981) in
developing the "insert phytometer" - a tru ly portable lysimeter would be a major
breakthrough . A part of the necessary genera lisation process to allow more
detailed extrapo lations would be investiga tions of the h drolo ical behaviour of
the basic wetland sub strate , ea t, and the dominant wetland s ecies . The aim
here would be to assist with estimation of water flow through pea t, for example
towards ditches , of the amount stored in the peat, and of evaporation and
transpiration , which have been shown to control the seasonal fluctuations in water
level. Colleagues at I .H . who have worked on forest hydrology for over a decade
are impressed at the chance to use hydrometeoro logical techniques on wetland
vegetation .
It is proposed that a network of wetland sites, if necessary restricted to Wales,
should be instrum ented for hydrological monitoring . IH would be respo nsible for
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With the results of these extended investigations , it would be possible to work
from simple observations at a given site tow ards a fuller understanding of the
hydrological behaviour of the site with and without active management , and of its
relationsh ip with surrounding land . The compendium of numerical techn iques
envisaged , when matched w ith the practical steps listed in Section 4 .3 and knowledge
of spe cific plant wate r requirements put the conservationist in a much stronger
po sition than the local drainage officer:
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site selection , in consultation with NCC , for initia l survey and interpretation of
the data , and for intensive 'process ' studies of peat and of the water relations
of wetland plan ts . The workload of data collection and routine visits could be
taken on by NCC w ardens , resulting in considerable savings in trave l and expense.
There is also a need to continue w ith the recording network at Corsydd Eddrein iog
and Goch . Rainfall , open water levels and borehole water levels observed monthly
will be sufficient for the detection of major naturs1 or artificial influences on
fen hydrology (including those of managemen t) . To accompany a major management
initiative on the whole b asin such a small network o f instruments wou ld need to be
made more extensive and records taken more intensive ly .
Finally , the greatest sing le scientific contribution which NCC could make to the
drive for active management of wetlands would be topograph ic survey , which is the
b asis for all hydro logical interpretation of the site, its past h istbry and p resent
trends , and is essential for p lanned managemen t. Th is is a task for which NCC is
adm irably we ll-equipped , and nowhere is the survey team more needed than on wetlands .
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APPENDIX I
STRAT IGRA PHY OF THE ANGLE SEY FENS
97
98
Cors Erddreinio - Cefn Du transect
Station
Core 1
Core 2
Core 3
Core 31
Core 4
Core 32
Core 5
Core 6
Core 33
Core 7
Core 34
Stratigraphy Horizontal distance
from base peg 
0 .45 m peat
Limestone or hard tufa
Peaty loam too hard for corer
2.00 m peat
Bedrock
2.00 m peat
Bedrock
0 .20 m peat
0 .30 m silt with shells
Further penetration impossible .
3.17 m peat and tufa
0 .16 m peat with wood
0 .17 m white marl
0 .15 m peaty marl
0 .15 m white marl
Bedrock
3.25 m peat and tufa or marl
0 .75 m white marl
0 .40 m peaty marl
Bedrock
0 .10 m peat
0 .10 m liver-coloured clay
1.15 m peat
0 .80 m peaty marl
1.15 m peat
0 .40 m grey clay
Bedrock
0 .10 m peat
0 .10 m liver-coloured clay
0 .80 m peat
0 .10 m grey silt
0 .10 m yellowish-grey silt
Bedrock
0 .20 m peat
0 .10 m liver-coloured clay
1.20 m peat
0 .10 m silt (weathered gritstone)
Bedrock
3.25 m peat
0 .65 m cream marl
0 .05 m grey silt
1.50 m grey clay , becoming pinkish
in lowest 0 .12 m
Bedrock
16 m
42 m
77 m
92 m
143 m
167 m
193 m
261 In
318 in
356 m
413 m
Station Stratigraphy Horizontal distance
from base peg 
Core 8 3.00 m peat 476 m
0.05 m peaty marl
1.45 m cream ma rl
0 .50 m marl, grading from cream
to dark grey , with 15 mm
white band at 250 mm
1.00 m grey clay
Did not reach bedrock
Core 9
Core 10
Core 11 Less than 0 .2 m peaty soil 621 m
Core 12
Co re 13
Core 16
2.00 m peat
0 .25 m cream mar l
0 .70 m grey clay w ith silty ba nds
0 .05 m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
0 .15 m peat
0 .08 m grey clay with pink bands
Weathered gritstone
0 .10 m peat
0 .20 m orange-grey clay
Bedrock
2.30 m peat w ith wood
0 .10 m peaty marl
0 .35 m white marl
Bedrock
Core 14 2.30 m peat
0 .25 m da4cgrey si lt
1 .20 m white marl
0 .25 m mar l grading from white to grey
0 .50 m grey clay banded with dark grey
Bedrock
Core 15 2 .40 m peat
0 .10 m peaty marl
2 .00 m cream marl
0 .50 m mar l grading from cream to grey
3.40 m peat with wood below 1 m
1.40 m cream marl
0 .20 m grey clay
530 m
566 m
664 m
722 ra
771 m
80 3 ra
893 m
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Cors Erddreinio - Plan t transect
Station 
Borehole (1l)
Borehole (12)
Core 52
Core 17
Core 37
Stratiqraphy Horizontal distance
from base peg 
0 .14 m peat
1.16 m peaty tufa
0 .50 m tufa becoming too hard to penetrate
0 .18 m peat
0 .16 m peat and tufa
3.01 m peat
1 .40 m cream mar l
0 .25 m silt
Core 35 0 .60 m peat and tufa
1.80 m peat
3.10 m cream marl
0 .50 m marl grading from cream to greenish
0 .50 m marl grading from greenish to
greenish-grey
0 .50 m  t r a n s i t i o n  from greenish-grey marl
to dark grey silt
0 .80 m stiff dark grey silt
2.20 m cream marl with shells and
tufaceous fragments
4 .50 m brown marl
1.50 m greenish silty marl
3.10 m peat
4.90 m white marl becoming stiffer
with depth
Core 36 3.90 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .55 m cream marl
0 .50 m marl grading from cream to
greenish
0 .50 m marl grading from greenish to
dark grey (silt) at base
1.35 m very dark grey silt
Too stiff to penetrate further
Core 18 3.45 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .60 m cream marl
0 .25 m grey silt with fibrous remains
0 .25 m grey clay
Bedrock
2.20 m peat
0 .10 m peaty marl
0 .30 m greenish-cream marl
0 .05 m grey silt
1.20 m grey clay with pinkish tinge
Bedrock
39 m
99 m
177 m
196 m
269 in
319 m
369 m
429 ra
Horizontal distanceStation Stratigraphy  
from base peg 
Core 38 0 .25 m peat 457 m
0 .25 m greenish-yellow clay
Core 39 0 .60 m peat 584 m
Bedrock
Core 40 1 .92 m pea t 633 m
0 .0 5 m peaty marl
0 .33 m cream marl
0 .00 5 m dark grey silt
0 .695 m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
Core 41
Core 42
Core 43
2 .10 m pea t
0 .80 m cream marl
0 .12 m grey silt
1 .50 m grey clay
0 .40 m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
1.95 m pea t
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .70 m cream marl
0 .10 m grey silt
0 .20 m p inkish-grey clay
1.00 m grey clay with bright p ink
band at 0 .8 m
Bedrock
1.90 m peat , wood at 1 .8 m
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .65 m cream marl
0 .05 m dark grey silt
1 .25 m pinkish-grey clay , gritty
at base
Core 44 1.90 m peat
0 .45 m cream marl
0 .05 m cream marl grading to dark grey silt
0 .05 m dark grey silt
0 .55 m grey clay
0 .40 m pinkish-grey clay
Co re 45 1.30 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0.05 m cream marl
Bedrock (confirmed by second boring l
Core 46 1.65 m peat
0 .0 5 m peaty marl
0 .65 m cream marl becoming more greenish
with depth
0 .10 m greenish-grey silt
0 .55 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .30 m grey clay , lower 0 .13 m
banded pink and dark grey
Bedrock
684 in
734 m
784 rn
834 m
884 m
934 m
101
102
Station Stratigraphy 
Core 47 1.35 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .45 m cream marl
0 .30 m grey clay, with pink band
at 0 .20 to 0 .25 m
Bedrock
Core 48
Core 50
Core 51
1.90 m peat
0 .10 m peaty marl
0 .50 m greyish-cream marl
0 .05 m grey silt
1.75 m pinkish-grey clay , banded
at base with dark grey
Bedrock
Core 49 1.75 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .20 m cream marl
0 .35 m greenish-cream marl
0 .05 m greenish-grey silt
1.95 m pinkish-grey clay , with
bright pink band at 1.65 to 1.75 m
1.45 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .35 m greenish-cream marl
0 .05 m greenish-grey silt
1.85 m pinkish-grey clay , with
bright pink band below 1.6 m
0 .50 m ditch spoil
0 .70 m peat
0 .10 m greenish-grey sil
1.75 m pinkish-grey silty clay
0 .15 m pink clay
Horizontal distance
from  base peg 
985 m
1037 m
1087 m
1137 m
1192 m
Cors Erddreinio - Maen E r transect
Station
Boreho le (11)
Core 30
Boreho le (10 )
Boreho le (9)
Boreho le (8)
Core 27
Stratigraphy
0 .14 m peat
1.16 m peaty tu fa
0 .50 m tufa becoming too hard
to penetrate
0 .20 m pe at
0 .25 m tufa
0 .05 m peat
1 .50 m tufa with peat
0 .70 m peat
Too hard to penetrate further
4 .25 m peat with wood
0 .65 m cream marl
1.30 m grey clay becom ing impenetrable
Core 29 4 .42 m peat with wood
0 .02 m peaty marl
1 .46 m cream marl
0 .60 m grey silt , be coming impenetrable
0 .45 m peat
0 .60 m peat and tufa
0 .15 m tufa
0 .40 m peat
0 .50 m peat with tufa
0 .10 m tufa
0 .40 m peat with tufa
3.15 m pe at
1 .45 m cream marl
0 .50 m marl grading from cream to grey
0 .50 m grey silt becoming impenetrable
3.45 m peat with wood
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .60 m cream marl w ith shells
1.65 m grey silt
0 .25 m pink ish-grey clay
0 .50 m grey clay
1.50 m pinkish-grey clay
Core 26 3.73 m peat
0 .77 m cream marl
0 .60 m greyish-cream marl
1.90 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .50 m grey clay becoming pink at base
1 .50 m grey clay
Bedrock
Horizonta l distance
from bo reho le (11)
0 m
59  Tn
118 m
160 m
198 m
Core 28 0 .20 m peaty loam 248 m
1 .0 5 m peat and tufa
30 3 m
364 In
421 m
103
104
Station Stratigraphy 
Borehole (7)
Core 25
Core 24
Core 23
Boreho le (6 )
Core 22
Core 21
3.64 m peat with wood
0 .94 m cream marl
0 .42 m grey clay
2 .00 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .70 m dark grey clay
Bedrock
3.27 m peat with wood
0 .02 m peaty marl
0 .45 m cream marl
0 .06 m grey silt
0 .33 m cream marl
1.37 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .15 m grey clay
Bedrock
2 .95 m peat
0 .0 2 m peaty marl
0 .0 3 m cream marl with shells
0 .62 m greyish-cream marl
0 .88 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .50 m dark grey clay
Bedrock
2 .85 m peat
0 .04 m peaty marl
0 .11 m cream marl
1.15 m grey clay
Bedrock
2 .63 m pea t
0 .14 m greyish-cream mar l
0 .06 m yellowish fibrous material
0 .11 m yellow-grey fibrous marl
0 .56 m grey clay
0 .50 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .25 m grey clay
Bedrock
2 .75 m peat
0 .12 m peaty marl
0 .22 m cream marl
2.0 5 m grey clay
Bedrock
2.72 m peat
0 .10 m brownish-cream ma rl
0 .30 m greyish-cream marl
1.93 m grey clay
0 .0 5 m pink ish-grey silty clay
Bedrock
Core 20 2.50 m peat
0 .30 m greyish-cream marl
Horizontal distance
from Borehole (11)
482 m
533 m
587 m
647 m
707 m
757 II1
815 m
860 m
Station Stratigraphy Horizontal distance
from Borehole (11)
Core 19 1.92 m peat 909 m
0 .08 m grey silt
Borehole (5) 2.00 m peat 960 m
0 .25 m cream-buff marl
Bedrock
105
106
Cors Goch - lo transect
Station
Core 2
Core 1
Borehole (1)
Core 3
Core 4
Core 5
Stratiqraphy Horizontal distance from
east wall 
0 .75 m peaty silt
0 .10 m grey sand
0 .15 m silt banded cream and grey
3.00 m grey clay
1..30 m grey silty clay becoming
dark grey at base
0 .93 m peat
0 .07 m peaty m arl
1.00 m cream marl
0 .20 m greenish-cream marl
1.80 m grey clay
0 .15 m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
0 .90 m peat
0 .10 m peaty marl
1.15 m cream m arl
0 .18 m dark grey silt
0 .32 m cream m arl becoming
greenish grey at base
Bedrock
1.3 m peat
0 .20 m peaty m arl
1.35 m cream marl, becoming
greenish at base
0 .65 m grey silt
1.00 m cream silt-marl
0 .75 m greenish-grey silt
1.65 m dark grey clay with
pinkish banding
Bedrock
1.45 m peat
0 .05 m peaty m arl
0 .30 m greenish-grey marl
0 .40 m dark pe aty marl with shells
1.60 m detritus mud
2.60 m shelly detritus mud
0 .35 m greenish-grey silt
1.75 m pinkish-grey clay with dark
grey bands
0 .10 m grey clay
Bedrock
1.50 m peat
0 .50 m detritus mud
0 .70 m shelly detritus mud
3.80 m detritus mud
6 .60 m shelly detritus mud
0 .10 m greenish-grey silt
19 m
69 m
119 m
169 m
219 DI
249 m
Core 5
(Contd)
Core 6
Borehole (2)
Core 7
Core 8
Core 9
Borehole (3)
1.10 m pinkish-grey clay with
dark grey bands
Bedrock
2.00 m peat
0 .20 m detritus mud
0 .50 m shelly detritus mud
1.55 m detritus mud
1.55 m shelly detritus mud
0 .45 m greenish-grey silt
0 .75 m greyish-cream marl
0 .10 m greenish-grey silt
0 .90 m pinkish-grey clay with
dark grey bands
3.50 m peat 307 m
4.50 m detritus mud
1.80 m peat
0 .90 m shelly detritus mud
6.60 m detritus mud
0 .20 m greenish-grey silt with
high organic content
2.00 m peat with wood
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .45 m shelly cream marl
0 .55 m greenish-cream marl
0.25 m tough greenish-grey silt
1.60 m greenish-cream marl
0 .10 m dark grey silt
1.25 m grey clay with dark grey
laminations
0 .15 m pinkish7grey clay
Bedrock
0 .95 m peat
0 .55 m shelly cream marl
0 .50 m cream marl grading to
greenish and more silty
0 .50 m laminated cream marl
0.60 m greenish-cream marl
1.85 m grey silty clay
0 .17 m pinkish grey clay
Bedrock
1.20 m peat
0 .92 m cream marl
0 .18 greenish-grey silt
0 .20 m cream laminated marl
1.00 m greenish-cream laminated marl
2.15 m grey clay
0 .15 m plastic grey clay
Bedrock
252 m
(off transect)
357 m
407 m
457 in
511 m
Core 10 0.70 m peat 531 m
0.90 m cream marl
107
108
Core 10
(Contd)
Core 11
Borehole (4)
Core 12
Borehole (5)
Core 14
1.40 m grey clay
0 .20 m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
0 .50 m peat
0 .50  m cream marl  becoming
greenish towards base
1.00 m grey clay
0 .40 m silty grey clay
Bedrock
1.05 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .40 m cream shelly marl
1.05 m marl, laminated buff and grey
0 .45 m greenish-grey clay
1.30 m grey clay with dark grey bands
0 .10m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
0 .50 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .20 m cream marl with she lls
0 .60 m cream marl
0 .60 m greenish-grey clay
0 .05 m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
Core 13 1.70 m peat
0 .30 m shelly cream marl
0 .60 m cream marl
0 .12 m dark brownish-grey silty marl
0 .28 m cream marl
0 .93 m greenish-cream laminated marl
1.42 m grey clay with dark grey bands
0 .10 m dark grey clay
0.05 m pinkish-grey clay
Bedrock
1.35 m peat
0 .10  m peaty marl
0 .35 m cream marl
1.00 m greenish-brown marl
0 .05 m cream marl
0 .25 m grey clay
1.00 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .20 m dark grey clay
Bedrock
0 .35 m peat
0 .05 m peaty marl
0 .45 m cream marl
0 .10 m dark brown marl with
plant remains
0 .75 m grey clay
0 .25 m plastic grey clay
Bedrock
726 m
751 m
801  In
851 m
905 to
935 m
Core 17 1.30 m peat
0 .20 m peaty marl
0 .40 m greenish-cream marl
0 .08 m dark greenish-grey silt
0 .47 m cream marl laminated cream to
brownish-green
0 .05 m blue-grey silty clay
0 .50 m greenish-grey clay
0 .60 m laminated grey clay
0 .15 m plastic grey clay
Be d r o c k
Core 18
Borehole (6)
Core 19
Core 20
Core 21
Core 22
1.80 m peat
0 .10 m peaty marl
0 .60 m cream marl
0 .40 m stiff brownish-green silt/marl
0 .60 m cream marl
0 .55 m marl grading from greenish-cream
to grey
1.03 m grey clay
Be dr o c k
1.55 m peat
0.05 m peaty marl
0 .80 m cream marl with laminations
vary ing from brownish-grey
to grey
0 .45 m stiff greenish-brown silt
1.10 m cream laminated marl
0.55 m grey clay
0 .25 m grey clay with dark grey bands
Be d r o ck
0.75 m peat
1.00 m detritus mud
Be dr o c k
0.50 m peat
2.85 m detritus mud
0.15 m shelly detritus mud
0.20 m silty detritus mud
Be d r o c k
0 .70 m peat
2.80 m cream marl
1.90 m brownish-cream marl
0 .15 m greenish-grey silt
Be d r o ck
0.55 m peat
2.20 m brownish-cream marl
2.00 m cream marl
0 .75 m stiff brown silt/marl
To stiff to penetrate further
Core 23 0 .50 m unhumidified Cladi um remains
1.85 m marly detritus mud
1073 m
1103 m
1249 ra
1252 la
1254 m
.1256 m
1386 m
109
110
Core 23 4.1001 m brownish7cream marl with
(Contd) shells
0 .40 m dark grey silt/marl
0 .50 m stiff detritus mud with
shells
0 .05 m dark brown silt/marl
0.20 m brownish-cream marl
0 .25 m very dark grey silt
0 .40 m stiff brown detritus mud
Too stiff to penetrate further
Borehole (7)
Core 24
0 .10 m peat
0 .10 m shelly marl
2.30 m peat with wood
0 .55 m shelly detritus mud
1.02 m cream marl
0 .05 m greenish-grey silt
1.48 m pinkish-grey clay
0 .30 m grey clay
Bedrock
1.00 m peat
0 .55 m cream marl
0.05 m dark grey silt
1.10 m pinkish grey clay with dark
grey bands
0 .45 m plastic grey clay
0 .10 m silty grey clay
Bedrock
1409
1429 :n
APPENDIX II
SUMMARY OF BOREHOLE WATER LEVEL DATA
(Tables 4 (a) and 4 (b ))
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